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ABSTRACT 

Retrieval of the stored information is a key issue. Especially image retrieval needs 
an emphasis, because the nature of the data is complex and difficult to retrieve. 
There are many problems to be studied in the area of image retrieval. From these, 
Document Image Retrieval is one of the issues that have to be given attention. 

Document retrieval can use either a textual-based retrieval system or an image
based retrieval system. Document image retrieval system can also be done in two 
ways: recognition-based document image retrieval or document image retrieval 
without explicit recognition. 

Currently, little has been done on the Amharic document retrieval systems. The 
Amharic text retrieval systems which are covered by the researchers considered 
limited Amharic documents that are avai lable only in hardcopy format 

The proposed system incorporates document images and user queries. The 
document image is preprocessed , segmented at word level and the feature of each 
word is extracted . Then the textual query is rendered to convert into an image 
query, preprocessed , segmented and the feature is extracted . The technique used 
for feature extraction considers the word shape analysis. The extracted feature of the 
image query is matched with the feature of the document images, at word level using 
Euclidean and cosine similarity measures. Finally relevant document images are 
retrieved in ranked order in response to the given query. 

To verify the validity of the approach proposed , experiment is carried out on 121 
scanned Amharic documents that are selected from printed legal documents and 
news items. 

The data retrieval effectiveness is measured using retrieval measures such as 
precision , recall and F-Score. 

The experimental results confirmed the validity of the model for retrieving relevant 
document images from the collection of scanned document images. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of the Study 

Information is a basic ingredient of economic, social and political development for any 

society; therefore, countries like Ethiopia have to exert the maximum effort to utilize the 

available information. Information Communication Technology (ICT) allows the 

acquisition , transmission , storage and manipulation of information. The source of the 

information can be text documents, images, recorded sounds and videos, and other 

sources. 

Retrieval of the stored information is a key issue. Especially multimedia data retrieval , 

including image needs an emphasis, because the nature of the data is complex and 

difficult to retrieve. 

According to (Long, zhang , & Feng, 2003) early work on image retrieval can be traced 

back to the late 1970s. Early techniques were not generally based on visual features 

but .on the textual annotation of images. That means, images were first annotated with 

text and then searched using a text-based retrieval approach from traditional database 

management systems. 

First-generation Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems were based on 

manual textual annotation to represent image content However, this technique can 

only be applied to small data volumes and is limited to very narrow visual domains 

(Saeed, Pejas, & Long , 2006). 



" 

Content-based image retrieval , a technique which uses visual contents to search 

images from large scale image databases according to users' interests, has been an 

active and fast advancing research area since the 1990s. During the past decade, 

remarkable progress has been made in both theoretical research and system 

development in CBIR (Long , zhang, & Feng, 2003). However, there remain many 

challenging research problems that continue to attract researchers from multiple 

disciplines such as medical , aerial photos and satellite imagery analysis, etc. 

Content-based image retrieval uses the visual contents of an image such as color, 

tonnage , shape, texture, spatial layout and other important features to represent and 

index the image (Long , zhang, & Feng , 2003). 

Multimedia document retrieval algorithms can be divided into three interrelated 

algorithms (Haque, Chowdhury, & Rahman, 2005) : image featuring , feature matching 

and the combination of multiple evidences. Features are extracted , both from queries 

and multimedia documents , before matching the features of the query with the features 

of the documents. 

Image featuring is the automated process of locating and encoding distinctive 

characteristics of the image. This is the same as image feature extraction. Feature 

matching is a mechanism of comparing two images by using the extracted features of 

images. The combination of multiple evidences means using multiple features of an 

image that helps the feature matching process to identify similar images easily. 

In recent years, there has been much interest in the research area of Document Image 

Retrieval (DIR) (Tan , Lu, & Lim, 2004). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 . Writing Systems 

According to the definition of Ayele (1997) Writing Systems are components of 

knowledge systems which assist in synthesizing ideas, thoughts, and deeds through 

the use of signs , symbols or other pictorial renderings. Specifically, wri ting is a means 

by which people record , objectify, and organize their activities and thoughts through 

images and graphs. Writing is a means to inscribe meanings that are expressed 

through sounds. This means that writing facilitates the proper recording and 

transmissions of events and deeds from one generation to other 

It is not possible to determine which language family a language belongs to by looking 

at the writing system. Writing systems can be deployed for political or religious reasons 

as we ll as linguistic ones. 

For example, Hindi and Urdu are very simi lar languages and belong to the same 

language family (Indo-European) . Linguistically they are dialects of the same language. 

Hindi uses the Devanagari writing system derived from the extinct language Sanskrit; 

Urdu writing uses the Nastaliq script derived from Arabic. Similarly, Croatian and 

Serbian use the Latin and Cyri ll ic alphabets, respectively, even though the two 

languages are very closely related . Conversely, many unrelated languages may use 

the same alphabet (krysstal.com, 2002) . 
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2.1 .1. Amharic Writing System 

According to some literatures, the development of the Ethiopic writing system is dated 

back far beyond the birth of Christ, but no definite time has been mentioned. Some 

literatures indicate the probable time and simply stated that it was developed in the 

same time with that of other Semitic writing systems. 

The Ge'ez or Ethiopic script possibly developed from the Sabaean/Minean script. The 

earliest known inscriptions in the Ge'ez script date to the 5th century BC. (Ager, 2008) 

The Ethiopic writing system has its origins in the same ancestral writing systems as 

those of European alphabets, namely the Semitic scripts that proliferated in the Middle 

East more than three thousand years ago (Coulmas, 1989). Little is known about the 

precise timing and location of the emergence of the earliest Semitic phonetic writing 

system, though speculations abound (Bloor, 1995). 

All that seems reasonably certain is that a consonantal script developed among 

Semitic people on the Eastern shore of the Mediterranean sometime between 1800-

1300 BC (Gaur, 198788). 

Amharic script which is a successor of Ge'ez and dates back to 300 AD (Encarta, 

2007) is used for writing in Ethiopia and Eritrea, for languages like Amharic, Tigre and 

Tigrigna. 

A family tree model of the writing systems (Coulmas , 1989) shows two main branches 

descending from Proto-West Semitic: North Semitic and South Semitic. Among the 

descendants in the North Semitic branch are Hebrew, Arabic and Greek (and hence 

Roman and Cyrillic). The South Semitic side is usually held to have produced Ethiopic 

11 



via the Sabean system, which is speculatively dated as emerging in the 11th and 10th 

centuries Be. Figure 2.1 depicts a family tree of Ethiopian script (columas, 1989). 

Elhlopk;: 

ORICfNS OF £THIOPlC 
d f~/, trfl~ modn 

Figure 2 I Origins of Ethiopic writing system, a family tree model (adapted from Coulmas,1989) 

(Bernal , 1990) rejecting the family tree model , dates the origins of Ethiopic script 

earlier, relating it to Thamudic, an older script. 

Amharic is the official language of Ethiopia. It is a Semitic language family that has the 

largest number of speakers next to Arabic (Hayward, 1999) As per the 1998 statistical 

census , Amharic is spoken by 17.4 million people as a mother tongue and 5.1 million 

people as a second language (Raymond G. Gordon , 2005) . 

There is a growing body of literatures in Amharic in many forms. These literatures 

include government proclamations and records, educational books, religious 'T1 ate rial , 

novels, poetry, proverb collections, technical manuals, medical topics, newspapers, 

magazines and many others. 

The Amharic writing system is con sidered as a syllabic system rather than alphabetic. 

In the Amharic syllabic writing system, each character stands fo r a syllable rather than 

a single sound (Encyclopedia, 2007). 



Haile (1967 ) stated that the Amharic writing system is a syllabic one in that it allows 

anyone to write Amharic texts if s/he can speak Amharic and has knowledge of the 

Amharic alphabet. 

Like many Semitic languages, Amharic uses tri-consonantal roots in its verb 

morphology. The result of this is that a fluent speaker of Amharic can often decipher 

written text by observing the consonants, with the vowel variants being supplemental 

detail. (Wikipedia, Amharic, 2009) 

The other important feature of Amharic writing system is that it is written from left to 

right and there is no distinction between upper and lower case letters 

The Amharic orthography, as it is represented in the Amharic character set, ca lled '('J!..:l 

(Fidel) consists of 312 distinct symbols. These symbols are classified into four groups. 

In the first category, there are 34 core characters, each of which occurs in seven 

orders (one basic and six non basic forms) totaling 238, which represent syllable 

combinations consisting of a consonant and a following vowel. The second category 

(4*5=20 characters) consists of four labialization symbols, which have five orders. The 

third categories (5*5=25) are another five labialization symbols that have five orders, 

the fourth category are numbers which are represented by 20 different symbols and 

there are 9 punctuation marks. Table 2.1 shows the number of characters in each 

group (refer the appendices). 
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No Type of Amharic Number of Characters 

Character 

1 Core Characters 238 

2 Labialized characters 45 

3 Numbers 20 

4 Punctuation Marks 9 

5 Total 312 

Table 2.1 Total Number of Characters in Amharic Alphabet &,.f!.A (F icdel) 

A set of 38 phones, seven vowels and thirty-one consonants, makes up the complete 

inventory of sounds for the Amharic language (Yimam, 1986). Amharic consonants are 

generally classified as stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and semi-vowels (LESLAU, 

2000) . The Amharic vowels are (~, ~" ~" ~, ~ .. ?, ~. and 0 0, q, q /) Pl. 

There are Amharic characters with the same sound . Amharic characters (' ) u ,h 'Ii ) 

all representing the Ihl sound. (~, 0) that represent the lal sound. (c'I LP) represent the 

lsI sound ()I, 0 ) represent the Isss 'l sound. These characters are considered as 

redundant by some scholars who proposed to remove them from Amharic alphabet 

(Bloor, 1995). To the contrary there are people who object the removal of these 

characters and they argue that words like '} 'I'P' should not be written as '}? 'fl or 7,1'\')' 

cannot be written as ?'''/')' . 

2.1.2. Amharic Word formations 

Written Amharic words are easy to understand for the people who speak the language. 

There are some words that can be interpreted wrongly just by looking at the words 

without the context. The meaning of these morphologically similar words depends on 
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the context. For example the word " ~'A " can be read as "ala" 'he said' or "alia" 'there 
is'. We can also take the word " J!.UO;J·~,A" which can be read yematall 'he hits', 
yemmattall 'he is hit'. This is called Gemination which has multiple meaning, according 
to Webster Dictionary (1913) . 

Haddis Alemayehu , the known Ethiopian novelist, tries to resolve this problem in his 
novel "Fikir eske Mekaber" 'i>}C 7,I'Ih uo!i'·nc by placing a dot above the characters, 
whose consonants are geminated. 

According to (Wikipedia , Amharic , 2009), the free online encyclopedia, in Amharic 
there is a clear distinction of person, number and gender that plays a role within the 
grammar of the language. Considering personal pronouns I, she, he, and they in 
English can be represented as U,'b ene) ; (Ml'P asswa), U,I'I' esu) and U,',I'I' enesu). 

Amharic distinguishes eight combinations of person , number, and gender. For first 
person , there is a two-way distinction between singular ('I') and plural ('we') , whereas 
for second and third persons, there is a distinction between singular and plural and 
within the singular a further distinction between masculine and feminine ('you 
masculine. Singular' .W}-'·) , 'you feminine singular' WH:),you plural , 'he', 'she', 'they'). 

All Amharic verbs agree with their subjects; that is, the person, number, and (2nd and 
3rd person singular) gender of the subject of the verb are marked by suffixes or 
prefixes on the verb (Wikipedia, Amharic, 2009). For example 'onnlU', for second 
person singular and 'onnH" for third person singular. 

Amharic has a fairly rich morphology marking. The subject is marked on the verb using 
subject suffix pronouns, as in nnCh· I broke'; the direct object is optionally marked on 
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the verb, as in i'ln;:1 'he broke me'; some prepositional phrase complements are 

optionally marked on the verb as in 7tilh.fI·0;::~ until he broke me'; functional 

elements like negation marks, conjunctions and some auxiliary verbs are also bound 

morphemes and are attached to the verb. For example, in ~tt\fI'OC"u 'I wi ll not be 

broken' , the negation is marked by " ~tt\ " (Solomon, Menzel , & Tafila , 2005). 

Usually word boundaries use either a space like in Roman writing system or they are 

indicated by two vertically-placed dots like a colon,": " A sentence boundary is indicated 

by four dots "::" the symbol 1" is used as a comma. The colon and semicolon are 

represented as 1 and f, respectively. The question mark symbol, three vertically

placed dots , is no more in use and replaced by the Roman Script question mark "7" . 

The modern Amharic writing system adds to its punctuations marks the following three 

foreign systems. Quotes are usually in the French style « ... » and parentheses and 

exclamation marks are as in the Roman system: ( ... ), !. 

2.1.3. Problems with the Amharic Writing system 

Despite its easiness of reading Amharic documents, there are some problems that 

have to be resolved. The first problem is the presence of redundant characters in the 

language writing system. These characters, ('), U, ,I., 'Ii) ,". (~t , 0, ) ,( fI, lP) and ( l'. 

o ), can be used interchangeably in one word. For example to write the name of the 

famous athlete Hayele Gebreselase one can write using either UJ?,I\, 1'0;:MI\" ,hJ?,1\, 

1'0;:MI\" ' )J?,I\, '/'O;:MfI" '/ J?,tJ, '/11;:.1-""1\" ;)J?,tJ, 1'O;:.I-""fI" ,hJ?,1\, 1'O;:.I-""''t., in 

twenty four different ways. This may create confusion for the reader and , if a search 

algorithm is implemented based on one of the representation; the others may be 

missed even if they represent the same thing . Having gemination of consonants is 
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another problem of Amharic writing system, which leads a reader to understand the 

word differently than it is intended ; for example the word "J!.UD;J'/:I" which can be read 

yamatall 'he hits' , or yammattall 'he is hit' gives different meaning to the reader. 

The other problem is the formation of compound words. Compound words are 

sometimes written as two separate words and other times as a single word. For 

example the word school can be written as ')'9"UC')'(\,-)' or ')'9"UC')' fl, .). or 

·)·9"UC·)·:fl, ·)· 

2.2. Retrieval Systems 

Information retrieval is the key technology for knowledge management which 

guarantees access to large corpora of unstructured data. Currently, it is also the basic 

technology behind Web search engines and an everyday technology for many Web 

users (Mandl , 2008) 

According to (Baeza-Yates & Neto, 1999) Information Retrieval (IR) deals with 

representation, storage, organization of and access to information items. The 

representation and organization of the information items should provide the user with 

easy access to the information in which he/she is interested. 

Mandl (2008) also defines Information Retrieval as a way of dealing with the storage 

and representation of knowledge and the retrieval of information relevant to a specific 

user request. 

Information retrieval systems respond to the user queries that can be words from a 

natural language or it can be multimedia information. The similarity between the 
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content of the document and the query determine the relevance of retrieved 

information 

In a real world there are two document types that need to be retrieved and be used. 

These are structured text documents and image documents. Document retrieval can 

use either a textual-based retrieval system or an image-based retrieva l system. 

Document image retrieval system also has two way of retrieving , which is either 

recognition-based document image retrieval (OCR) or document image retrieval 

without explicit recognition. 

2.2.1. Text-Based Document Retrieval 

Text-based retrieva l systems retrieve documents from the collection, based on the 

known character va lues that can be represented either in ASCII or Unicode 

representation formats . Text documents are represented by natural language words, 

mostly without considering syntactic or semantic context. 

Text Retrieval Process 

Modern computers are making it possible to represent a document by its full set of 

words ; however, even modern computers might have to reduce the set of 

representative keywords. This can be accomplished through the elimination of stop 

words and the use of stemming , and the identification of noun groups (Baeza-Yates & 

Neto, 1999). 

Different logical representation of documents can be obtained by performing the 

elimination of stop words, the use of stemming and identification of noun groups as 

shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Logical views ofa document adapted from (Baeza-Yates & Neto, 1999) 

As shown in Figure 2.3, when the retrieval process initiated, the user first specifies a 
user need which is then parsed and transformed by the same text operations applied to 
the text. Then, query operations might be applied before the actual query, which 
provides a system representation for the user need, is generated. The query is then 
processed to obtain the retrieved documents (Baeza-Yates & Neto, 1999). 

Before being sent to the user, the retrieved documents are ranked according to a 
likelihood of relevance. The user then examines the set of ranked documents in the 
search for useful information. At this point, he/she might pinpoint a subset of the 
documents seen as definitely of interest and initiate a user feedback cycle. In such a 
cycle, the system uses the documents selected by the user to change the query 
formulation. 
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Figure 2.3 The process of retrieving information adapted from (Baeza-Yates & Neto, 1999) 

2.2.2. Image-Based Document Retrieval 

Modern technology has made it possible to produce, process, store, and transmit 

document images effici ently. Large quantities of printed documents are digitized and 

stored as images in databases. 

Hull (2004) describes a document image database as that contains digita l 

representations of documents that are captured on scanners or digita l photocopiers. 

Queries about the contents of the database are answered by searching for a match 

between the query and an image in the database. 

Early works on image retrieval were not generally based on visual features , but on the 

textual annotation of images. In other words, images were first annotated with text and 

then searched using a text-based approach from traditional database management 

systems (Long , zhang , & Feng , 2003). 
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In image document retrieval , image features are used for matching the features of the ,Iectronically 

image document with that of the query. As Haque, Chowdhury, and Rahman (2005) 

state retrieval algorithms can be divided into three image featuring , feature matching 
as symbol 

and the combination of multiple evidences. Features are extracted , both from queries 
page layout 

and words in image documents, based on which similarity between the query and 
hing, which 

documents is measured using matching algorithm. 

In recent years, there has been much interest in the research area of Document Image 
jed into five 

Retrieval (DIR). DIR is relevant to document image processing. A Document image 
Id binarize), 

processing system needs to analyze different text areas in a page document, 
mages) and 

understand the relationship among these text areas , and then convert them to a 
assification, 

machine-readable vers ion, in which each character object is assigned to a certain class I 

(Tan, 2004) . 
( classified 

2.2.2.1. Recognition-Based Document Image Retrieval (OCR). 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) refers to the process of converting printed text 

documents into software-translated Unicode or ASCII Text. The printed documents 

available in the form of books, papers, magazines, etc. are scanned using standard 

scanners which produce an image of the scanned document. 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a type of document image analysis where a 

scanned digital image that contains either machine printed or handwritten script is input 

into an OCR software engine and translated into an editable machine-readable digital 
Ing. 

text format, character codes , such as ASCII 
component 

blocks and 

XoXus, (2003) .and Seethalakshmi (2005) pointed out that OCR deals with machine 
I connected 

recognition of characters present in an input image obtained using the scanning ·hen, using 
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classification methods pattern is recognized and compared to the OCR engine's large 

dictionary of characters from various fonts and languages. Once a likely match is 

made, it is recorded and a set of characters in the word block are recognized until all 

likely characters have been found for the word block. The word is then post processed 

to check whether it is correctly recognized or not by comparing with the large dictionary 

of complete words that exist for that language. 

OCR is being used by libraries to digitize and preserve their holdings. OCR is also 

used to process checks and credit card slips and sort the mail. Billions of magazines 

and letters are sorted every day by OCR machines, considerably speeding up mail 

delivery. 

Although the technology of Document Image Processing (DIP) may be utilized to 

automatically convert the digital images of these documents to the machine-readable 

text format using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, it is typically not a 

cost effective and practical way to process a huge number of paper documents. One 

reason is that the technique of layout analysis is still immature in handling documents 

with complicated layouts. Another reason is that OCR technology still suffers an 

inherent weakness in its recognition ability, especially with document images of poor 

quality. Interactive manual correction/proofreading of OCR results is usually 

unavoidable in most DIP systems (Tan, 2004) . The OCR must also be tolerant to the 

range of image distortions that occur in practice. 

At present the recogn ition of Latin-based characters from well-conditioned documents 

can be considered as a relatively feasible technology. On the other hand, the 

processing of non-Latin scripts is still a subject of active research . (EICTDA, 2008) 
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Ethiopic script-based OCR processing is currently among the least developed ICT 

disciplines in the country. Developments in this area are mainly limited to preliminary 

research activities undertaken at different institutions of higher education's, such as the 

former School of Information Science for Africa (S ISA). Such efforts are undertaken in 

an uncoordinated ways. (EICTDA, 2008) 

An alternative solution is to perform matching directly on the image data. This 

bypasses the need for OCR and reduces the associated storage requirement Any 

necessary in variances to image distortions are modeled at their source rather than 

one step removed, as they are if OCR data is utilized. Various solutions have been 

proposed for match ing queries to database entries when both are images (Hull , 2004). 

2.2.2.2. Document image retrieval without explicit recognition 

Besides recognition based document image retrieval , searching from document is 

directly done to identify relevant documents from the corpus. This approach also 

depends on great extent on document image processing. Given a document image, it 

is preprocessed before detecting the content and segment the image into its 

constituent parts, mostly towards for retrieval from document image. 

2.3. Document Image Segmentation 

Segmentation is the process of divid ing an image into parts that have a strong 

correlation with objects or areas of the real world contained in the image. (Supatra & 

Nualsawat, 2007) In other word, image segmentation is a process of extracting from 

the image domain one or more connected regions satisfying uniformity (Skarbek, et ai, 

1994). 
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There are four popular approaches of image segmentation (Chakravarty & Mitra, 

2007) : Pixel-based segmentation, region-based segmentation , edge-based 

segmentation and physics-based segmentation . 

2.3.1. Pixel based segmentation 

In this segmentation techniques (also called histogram thresholding), images are 

assumed to be composed of regions with different gray levels which are partitioned into 

a number of peaks, each corresponding to one region . Skarbek, et al(1994) classifies 

this segmentation method into three main techniques . 

A. Histogram-based techniques: one or more peaks are identified , based on the 

identified pixels surrounding intervals are utilized in pixel classification process; 

B. Segmentation by clustering data: pixel values are collected into groups with one or 

more representatives which next are used in the pixel class ification process ; 

C. Segmentation by fuzzy clustering fuzzy membership functions are evaluated for all 

pixels and for all fuzzy clusters defined; hard clusters of pixels are obtained by a 

defuzzification process and next subdivided into maximal connected regions. 

Image segmentation by thresholding is a simple but powerful approach for images 

containing solid objects which are distinguishable from the background or other objects 

in terms of pixel intensity values. The pixel thresholds are normally adjusted 

interactively and displayed in real time on screen. When the values are defined 

properly, the boundaries are traced for all pixels within the range in the image. 

Grayscale thresholding works well when an image has uniform reg ions and contrasting 

background (Wu, 1999). 
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In a color image, a pixel can have a maximum va lue of 255 which can be expressed in 

terms of 8 bits. However, using binary codes for segmentation will not yield an optimum 

result, since two pixels of intensities separated by a va lue of even 1 (e.g. , pixel va lues 

of 27 and 28) will be counted as two different segments (Chakravarty & Mitra , 2007) . 

To solve this problem. Chakravarty (2007) proposed XOR-ing the binary bit with its 

previous (more significant) bit. So, instead of extracting the bit planes in binary from 

color images, it is recommended that the bit planes be in gray codes. 

Techniques which make decisions based on local pixel information are effective when 

the intensity levels of the objects fall squarely outside the range of levels in the 

background. Because spatial information is ignored, however, blurred region 

boundaries can create problems (Drakos, 1996). 

The thresholds are adjusted interactively by showing all pixels within the range in one 

color and all pixels outside the range to a different color, like in black and white. All 

pixels within the range can be segmented to generate the final boundaries. 

Thresholding algorithm; this technique is based upon a simple concept. A parameter e 

called the brightness threshold is chosen and appl ied to the image ali, jJ as shown in 

Algorithm 2.1: (Young, Gerbrands, & van Vliet, 2007) 

If ali,)] > e 

Else 

ali,)] = Object = 1 

a[C)] = background = 0 

Algorith m 2.1 Threshold se lection adapted from (You ng, Gcrbrands, & \'311 V li t' l, 2007) 

Where i, j are the x and y coordinate of the pixel , e is the threshold va lue set and a[i ,j] 

is the pixel value at the coordinate specified by i and j 
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The output is the label "object" or "background" which, due to its dichotomous natu re, 

can be represented .as a Boolean variable "1" or "0". 

The central question in thresholding is: how to choose the threshold 0? Correct 

threshold selection is crucial for successful threshold segmentation. Threshold 

selection can be interactive or can be the result of some threshold detection method. 

• Fixed threshold - One alternative is to use a threshold that is chosen 

independently of the image data. If it is known that one is dealing with very high

contrast images where the objects are very dark and the background is 

homogeneous and very light, then a constant threshold of 128 on a scale of 0 to 

255 might be sufficiently accurate (Young , Gerbrands, & van Vliet, 2007). 

• Histogram-derived thresholds - In most cases the threshold is chosen from 

the brightness histogram (color value of the pixel) of the region or image that we 

wish to segment (Young, Gerbrands, & van Vliet, 2007). 

• Isodata algorithm - The histogram is initia lly segmented into two parts using a 

starting threshold value such as 00 = 2B-1 , half the maximum dynamic range. 

The sample mean (mf,O) of the gray values associated with the foreground 

pixels and the sample mean (mb,O) of the gray values associated with the 

background pixels are computed . A new threshold value 01 is now computed as 

the average of these two sample means. The process is repeated, based upon 

the new threshold, until the threshold value does not change any more (Young , 

Gerbrands, & va n Vliet , 2007) . 
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• Background-symmetry algorithm - This technique assumes a distinct and 

dominant peak for the background that is symmetric about its maximum 

(Young , Gerbrands, & van Vliet, 2007). 

• Triangle algorithm - A line is constructed between the maximum of the 

histogram at brightness bma.x and the lowest value bmin = (p=O)% in the image. 

The distance d between the line and the histogram h[b] is computed for all 

va lues of b from b = bmin to b = bmax. The brightness value bo where the distance 

between h[bo] and the line is maximal is the threshold value, that is, B = bo This 

technique is particularly effective when the object pixels produce a weak peak in 

the histogram (Young , Gerbrands, & van Vliet, 2007). 

The thresholding produces a segmentation that yields all the pixels that, in principle, 

belong to the object or objects of interest in an image (Young , Gerbrands, & van Vl iet, 

2007) 

2.3.2. Area-based segmentation 

This segmentation algorithms use uniformity criteria calculated in regions of image 

domain. There are two types of techniques in this type of segmentation. (Skarbek, et 

ai, 1994) 

A. Region growing: a number of basic uniform regions (seeds) are given and 

different strategies are applied to join surrounding neighborhoods; to distinguish 

this group from the next one it is important that seeds here are not resu lting from 

splitting or subdivision processes of non-uniform regions ; , 



B. Split and merge: start from non-uniform regions, subdivide them until uniform 

ones are obtained , and then apply some merging heuristics to fit them to 

maximal possible uniform areas 

The image is partitioned into connected regions by grouping neighboring pixels of 

similar intensity levels . Adjacent regions are then merged under some criterion 

involving perhaps homogeneity or sharpness of region boundaries (Drakos, 1996). 

2.3.3. Edge-based segmentation 

This type of segmentation is broadly classified as local or global (Skarbek et ai , 1994) .. 

The local technique to determine an edge point needs only information of the 

neighborhood point. The global technique, on the contrary, makes sort of global 

optimization , and therefore the given edge pOint could be identified after many 

optimization steps involving changes in large areas 

Edge-based methods center around contour detection: their weakness in connecting 

together broken contour lines make them, too, prone to failure in the presence of 

blurring (Drakos, 1996). 

2.3.4. Physics-based segmentation 

This segmentation technique employs physical models to partition an image into 

regions that correspond to surfaces or objects in the scene . The objective of these 

techniques is to segment a multi-spectral image at object boundaries and not at the 

edges of highlights and shadows in an image (Skarbek et ai , 1994) . 

Physics-based segmentation techniques allow the segmentation of real images based 

on physical models for image formation (Skarbek et ai , 1994). 
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In the analysis of the document images it is essential to distinguish between the 

foreground that is the objects of interest and background . The techniques that are 

used to find the objects of interest usually referred to as segmentation techniques. It is 

important to understand that: there is no universally applicable segmentation technique 

that will work for all image documents, and no segmentation technique is perfect. 

(Young , Gerbrands, & van Vliet, 2007) 

2.4. Representation of document image s 

Given a document image, it is preprocessed offline to threshold , skew-correct, remove 

noise and thereafter to segment into words. Then the features are extracted for 

individual words. They are also normalized so that the word representations become 

insensitive to variations in size, font and various degradations popularly prrsent. 

Feature extraction follows the segmentation phase in image document retrieval. The 

segmented individual image is considered and features are extracted. Features 

include visual browsing , color similarity measures, and text. Primitives are used for 

extracting parts of an image. 

Feature extraction consists of identifying the position and properties of features in an 

image such as points, lines or regions. Each feature has an attached vector giving its 

position and associated properties. For instance a point might be characterized by its 

difference from its neighborhood, a line may have the property of length, angle, 

curvature and width, and a region mig ht have values of texture, area, circumference 

and orientation (Hamlyn, 1994). 

Shape features of objects or regions have been used in many content-based image 

retrieval systems. Compared with color and texture features, shape features are 
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usually described after images have been segmented into regions or objects. Since 

robust and accurate image segmentation is difficult to achieve, the use of shape 

features for image retrieval has been limited to special applications where objects or 

regions are readily available (Long , zhang, & Feng , 2003). 

The state-of-art methods for shape description can be categorized into either 

boundary-based (rectilinear shapes, polygonal approximation, finite element models, 

and Fourier-based shape descriptors) or region-based methods (Long , zhang, & Feng, 

2003) . 

2.4.1. Word representation 

It is difficult to extract word images, particularly from newspapers and old books, 

because their quality is poor most of the time. According to Million and Jawahar 

(2008) , the difficulty rose from the following factors of the documents: 

A. Excessive dusty noise, 

B. Large ink-blobs joining disjoint characters or components, 

C. Vertical cuts due to folding of the paper, 

D. Cuts of arbitrary direction due to paper quality or foreign material , 

E. Degradation of printed text due to the poor quality of paper and ink, 

F. Floating ink from facing pages , etc. 

Million and Jawahar (2008) also found at least three categories of features that are 

effective to address word representation : 

Word Profiles: Profiles of the word provide a coarse way of representing a word 

image for matching. Profiles like upper word , lower word, projection, density and 

transition profiles are used for word representation. Some of them (e.g., upper and 
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on simple functions of those feature values, e.g., Euclidean distance. Unfortunately, 

these measures are often frail and difficult to interpret (Stauffer, 2004). 

For proper searching and retrieval , one needs to identify the simi lar words and group 

them, and evaluate the relative importance of each of these words and word clusters. 

2.5.1. Similarity measure 

Measuring the similarity between documents has practical applications in document 

image retrieval. The word , rather than the character, is the basic unit of meaning in 

document image retrieval (Tan, 2004) . 

Feature vectors from query and target documents are matched to assess similarity, 

which is sorted to decide the presentation order of the documents in the list. 

Conceptually, similarity is an opposite concept of difference and hence differences are 

computed from the feature vectors of the target and query objects. Several different 

distance functions are used to compute similarity such as Euclidean, Canberra , and 

Manhattan distance functions. 

Euclidean Sim ilarity 

Euclidean distance is the most simple to conceive and it is given by the following 

formula , where ti is the vector value of the image word at i's position and qi is the vector 

value of the query word at i's position (Haque, Chowdhury, & Rahman , 2005) : 

M-l 

dEuclidean = I (ti - qi)2 
i=O 

Equation 2 I: Euclidean distance measure 
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Cosine Similarity 

The similarity score between two document vectors is defined as their scalar product 

divided by their lengths. A scalar product is calculated by summing up the products of 

the corresponding elements. This is equivalent to the cosine of the angle between two 

document vectors seen from the origin . So, the similarity between the query document 

image Q and the archived document image Y is (Tan, 2004): 

Equation 2.2 Cosine similarity measure equation 

Where, Q is the document vector of the image Q , and Y is the document vector of the 

image Y K is the dimension of the query and document vector (Tan, 2004) . 

Minkowski-Form Distance 

If each dimension of an image feature vector is independent of others and is of equal 

importance, the Minkowski-form distance Lp is appropriate for calculating the distance 

between two images. This distance is defined as (Long, zhang, & Feng , 2003) 

Equation 2.3 Minkwski-Form Distance 

Where K1 (n:T1 ) and K2(nT2) are the two distributions and =1~p ~oo. L1 computes the 

Manhattan distance, L2 is the Euclidean distance and finall y L~ measures the 

maximum distance (Dr. Fugui Long , 2003) . 
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Quadratic Form (QF) Distance 

The Minkowski distance treats all bins of the feature histogram entirely independently 

and does not account for the fact that certain pairs of bins correspond to features which 

are perceptually more simi lar than other pairs. To solve this problem, quadratic form 

distance is introduced (Long , zhang , & Feng , 2003) . 

Equation 2.4 Quadratic Form Distance 

Where A=[aiiJ is a similarity matrix, and aij denotes the similarity between bin i and j . FI 

and FJ are vectors that list all the entries in fi(l) and fi(J) (Long , zhang, & Feng , 2003). 

Mahalanobis Distance 

The Mahalanobis distance metric is appropriate when each dimension of image feature 

vector is dependent on each other and is of different importance. It is defined as (Long, 

zhang , & Feng , 2003) 

Equation 2.5 Mahalanobis Distance 

Where C is the covariance matrix of the feature vectors. The Mahalanobis distance 

can be simplified if feature dimensions are independent. In this case, only a variance of 

each feature component, Ci, is needed (Long , zhang , & Feng , 2003) . 

N 

D(I,]) = LCF[ - FJ )2/ci 

i=l 

Equation 2.6 Simplified Mahalanobis Distance 
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Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence and Jeffrey-Divergence (JD) 

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measures how compact one feature distribution 

can be coded using the other one as the codebook. The KL divergence between two 

images I and J is defined as (Long , zhang , & Feng, 2003): 

~ fiCI) 
D(i,j) = L.., fiCI)loB fi(J) 

l 

Equation 2. 7 Kullback-Leiblcr divergence measUI'es 

The Jeffrey-divergence (JO) is defined by: 

~ fiCI) fi(J) 
D(i,j) = L..,fi(i)lOBY+ fi(J)lOBy 

l 

Eq uation 2.8 Jeffrey-divergence measures 

Where fi = (f,(J)+f,(j) ] In contrast to KL-divergence, JO is symmetric and numerically 
2 

more stable when comparing two empirical distributions (Long , zhang, & Feng, 2003) 

2.6. Retrieval and Ranking 

Using the similarity measure and retrieving a document by itself is not enough for a 

retrieval system. Ranking the retrieved documents is necessary so that users will get a 

highly relevant document at the top of the search result. 

In information retrieval , a ranking function is a function used by search engines to rank 

matching documents according to their relevance to a given search query. (Wikipedia, 

2009 ) 
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Some very simple ranking functions include: (Wikipedia, 2009 ) 

• The constant ranking function assigning the same score to all documents. 

• The term frequency ranking function counting the number of times that each 

query term occurs in the document, then summing these. 

• The tf-idf ranking function computing the product of the term frequency and 

inverse document frequency for each query term , then multiplying these. 

More sophisticated ranking functions include: 

• Okapi BM25: a variant of tf-idf. As of 2008, represents the state-of-the-art and is 

used in many practical applications. 

Term frequency: The term count in the given document is simply the number of times 

a given term appears in that document. 

The tf-idf weight (term frequency-inverse document frequency) is a statistical 

measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection or 

corpus. 

The inverse document frequency is a measure of the general importance of the term 

(obtained by dividing the number of all documents by the number of documents 

containing the term , and then taking the logarithm of that quotient) . 

2.6.1. Performance Measures 

The number of known relevant documents is usually used to calculate the performance 

of the system. Both reca ll and precision measures are set oriented . However, most 

current systems present ranked results . In this case, a recall and precision value pair 
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can be obtained for each position on the ranked list taking into account all documents 

from the top of the list down to that position. Plotting these values leads to the recall-

precision graph. The average of precision values at certain levels of recal l is calculated 

as the mean average precision (MAP) , which expresses the quality of a system in one 

number (Mandl, 2008). 

As a consequence, the empirical evaluation of performance is a central concern in 

information retrieval research (Baeza-Yates & Neto, 1999). 

The most important and commonly used measurements are reca ll and precision. 

Recall indicates the ability of a system to find relevant documents, whereas precision 

measures show how good a system is in finding only relevant documents (Mandl, 

2008). 

Recall is calculated as the fraction of relevant documents found among all relevant 

documents, whereas precision is the fraction of relevant documents in the result set. 

The recall requires knowledge of all the relevant documents in a collection that could 

never be put together in any rea l world collection (Mandl , 2008). 

Recall is defined as the ratio between the number of releva nt items retrieved and the 

total number of relevant items in the collection (Haque, Chowdhury, & Rahman , 2005): 

Number of relevant documents that are retrievd 
Recall = .. 

Total number of r elevant documents m the collectwn 

Equation 2.9 Performance Measure (Rec.a ll ) 

Precision measures the retrieval accuracy and is defined as the ratio between the 

number of relevant items retrieved and the number of total items retrieved for a given 
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level of retrieval Hence, precision provides the level of purity of retrieva l at a given 

recall level (Haque, Chowdhury, & Rahman, 2005): 

Number of re levant documents that are retrieved Pre cis ion = ----:c-=-''-;------;:---;-------;----:------,-----:--Number of documents being retrieved 

Equation 2.10 Performance Measure (Precision) 

In fact precision and recall are not enough for evaluating IR systems. Modified 

measures that combine precision and recall and consider the order of the retrieved 

documents are needed. The most widely-used measure is the mean average precision 

(MAP score). It computes precision at each point in the ranking where a relevant 

document was found , then averages over these va lues and then over all queries 

(Manning, Raghavan , & SchUlze, 2008) 

Mean Average Precision: an information retrieval performance measure that combines 

precision and recall and rewards relevant documents ranked higher in the list of 

retrieved documents computed as the average of the precision va lues for each relevant 

document in the ranked resul ts. (Inkpen, 2008) 

The precision and reca ll are based on the retrieved documents of the system. 

Precision at r is the average of the precision after each relevant document is retrieved 

and it is denoted by Equation 2.11 

I~=l (P(r) X rel(r)) AvePr = --.,-----=-''--,-----,---'---number of relevant documents 

Equation 2.11 Mean average prec ision 

Where r is the rank, N the number retrieved , relO a binary function on the relevance of 

a given rank, and PO precision at a given cut-off rank: 
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When no relevant document is retrieved , the precision val ue is taken to be O. When a 

relevant document is not retrieved at all , the precision value in Equation 2.11 is taken 

to be O. 

Usually precision is more important than recall in IR systems, if the user is looking for 

an answer to a query, not for all the possible answers. Recall can be important when a 

user needs to know all the relevant information on a topic. (Inkpen, 2008) 

Among evaluation measures, MAP has been shown to have especially good 

discrimination and stability. For a single information need, Average Precision is the 

average of the precision value obtained for the set of top K documents existing after 

each relevant document is retrieved, and this value is then averaged over information 

needs (Manning , Raghavan, & SchOlze, 2008). 

2.7. Amharic Retrieval Systems 

Currently, the number of research works done on Amharic document retrieva l system 

includes: (Yoseph , 2005), (Yalemisew, 2005) (Eyasu , 2005), (Tewodros, 2003), 

(Bizuneh, 2003), (Mulegeta , 2002), (Ethiopia, 2002) and (Saba, 2001); all of them are 

based on text retrieval techniques. 

(Saba , 2001) By designing a database system that stores Amharic web page data, 

tries to retrieve Amhari c documents on the web. 

(Tewodros, 2003) Conducted a research using The Latent Semantic Indexing (LIS) 

technique to retrieve Amharic documents 
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Using Web Based Self Organization Map (WEBSOM) that applies a neural network's 

self organizing algorithm (Bizuneh, 2003) explored the possibility of retrieving texts 

written in Amharic language. 

(Yalemisew, 2005) Uses document clustering system for Amharic documents. He uses 

frequent item set hierarchical algorithm. A top down cluster search mechanism is used 

to find out the best matching cluster for a query. 

Atelach Alemu and Lars Asker (2007) have made an attempt to develop Amharic 

retrieval system using fuzzy matching for Amharic-English cross lingual information 

retrieval. 

For document image retrieval , the attempt made so far is developing an OCR engine 

for Amharic. Some of the research in this respect include (Wondewosen, 2004), 

(Mil lion, 2000), Dereje (1999) and Worku (1997). They attempted to develop Optical 

Character Recognition (OCR) systems for representing Amharic documents in textual 

format, so that other can use the result to design search engines for Amharic text 

However, the performance of these OCR engines is not yet ready for application . 

2.7.1 .1. Related works in Document image retrieval 

In recent years, a number of attempts have been made by researchers to avoid the use 

of character recognition for various document image retrieval applications . Tan (2004) 

described a method for automatically selecting sentences and key phrases to create a 

summary from an image document without any need for recognition of the characters 

in each word. 

Liu and Jain (1998) presented an image-based form of document retrieva l. They 

proposed a similarity measure for forms that is insensitive to translation, scaling , 
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moderate skew, and image quality fluctuations , and developed a prototype retrieval 

system. Niyogi (1997) described an approach to retrieve information from document 

images stored in a digital library by means of knowledge-based layout analysis and 

logical structure derivation techniques, in which significant sections of documents, such 

as the title, are util ized . Tang (1994) proposed methods for automatic knowledge 

acquisition in document images by analyzing the geometric structure and logical 

structure of the images. 

In the domain of Chinese document image retrieval , He (1999) proposed an index and 

retrieval method based on the stroke density of Chinese characters. Spitz (1997) 

described character shape codes for duplicate document detection, information 

retrieval , word recognition, and document reconstruction, without resorting to character 

recognition. 

Tan (2004) proposed a method for text retrieval from document images without the use 

of OCR. In this method, documents are segmented into character objects , whose 

image features are utilized to generate document vectors. Then, the text similarity 

between documents is measured by calculating the dot product of the document 

vectors. 

A segmentation-free word image matching approach treats each word object as a 

single, indivisible entity, and attempts to recognize it using features of the word as a 

whole. For example, Ho (1992) proposed a word recognition method based on word 

shape analysis without character segmentation and recognition. 

Searching in scanned documents is an important problem in Dig ital Libraries. If OCR 

systems are not available , the scanned images are inaccessible. To resolve this 

problem, a searching procedure without an intermediate textual representation should 



be designed and used. Word profiles, structural features and transform domain 

representations can be employed for characterizing the word images (Million & 

Jawahar, 2008). 

Million and Jawahar, (2004) proposed an image document retrieval system and they 

represent the conceptual diagram of the searching procedure as shown in the Figure 

2.5. 

Figure 25 Conceptual Diagram of the Searching Procedure Adapted from (Million and Jawahar. 2008) 

The effort made by (Million & Jawahar, 2008) use three categories of features: word 

profiles , moments and transform domain representations. 

Word profiles provide a coarse way of representing word images for matching. 

Projection, transition, upper and lower profiles are features considered for word image 

representation. While projection and transition profiles capture the distribution of ink 

along one of the two dimensions in a word image, upper and lower word profiles 

capture part of the outlining shape of a word . 

They also use a dynamic time warping (OTW) algorithm that have a great advantage in 

aligning and comparing word images for a word image matching. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

3. AMHARIC DOCUMENT IMAGE RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES 

With the development of Information Communication Technology and the 

advancement of computers in the day to day life of the society, the need for accessing 

documents in digitized form is growing fast. The avai labil ity of documents in digitized 

form helps users to access, modify, and use documents easily. 

However, there are still a lot of documents that are found only in hard copy format and 

need to be digitized. OCR is one way of digitizing hardcopy documents by reading the 

characters of printed and handwritten documents into the computer. Another system 

that can be considered is digitizing documents in image format and storing them in the 

computer for future use without any character recognition. 

This research is concerned with the retrieva l of document images without any 

character recognition system. For this purpose, the proposed retrieval system is 

designed in such a way that it incorporates the following main image processing 

techniques. Documents are scanned and processed offline. To facilitate searching , 

scanned document images are segmented into word level. Then, the features of the 

word images are extracted and are used for matching word images. 

The system accepts textual queries from users. A textual query is first converted into 

an image by rendering . Features are extracted from these images and then search is 

carried out for retrieval of relevant document images. Results of the search are 

document images containing the queried word. 

The performance of the system will be evaluated using precision and recall measures. 
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3.1 . System Design 

The proposed system incorporates: document images and user queries. The 

document image is preprocessed , segmented and the feature of each word is 

extracted . The system also accepts user query in to the system in text form. The text 

form query is then converted to image query, the converted image query is 

preprocessed , segmented and the feature is extracted. The extracted feature of image 

query will be matched with that of document image and document images that have a 

word which is similar to the query word are retrieved. The design is shown in figure 3.1 

Document 
Image 

User Query 

Document Imag-2 ~~ : :2SS 

Query Process 

Ranked 
Documents 

Figure 3.1 Architecture of the proposed sys tem 

: ,,·trieved 
: : cuments 



3.2. Preprocessing 

The document image needs to be preprocessed before it is submitted for image 

segmentation . The first task to be performed in image preprocessing is to access each 

pixel of the image and extract the color value of the image. In this research work, it the 

document image is scanned in grayscale, with 300dpi intensity. In grayscale image, 

color values from 0-255 have been used for processing . When the pixel value is 0, it 

means that the pixel is a complete black and when the va lue is 255 it is a complete 

white. In-between the color is gray and it is darker when it reaches 0 and lighter when it 

reaches 255. 

3.2.1. Binarization 

Binerization is the process of representing the document images in the form of binary 

number. Based on the fixed threshold method, algorithm 3.1 is used to determine the 

pixel values as part of a background or an object (foreground). This technique is 

based upon a simple concept A brightness threshold parameter 8 is chosen and 

applied to the image Doclmage[i, jj as shown in Algorithm 3.1 : 

For i=1 to width of/mage do 
For j= 1 to height of image do 

If Doc/mage[i, jJ?@ Doc/mage[i, jJ=O II part of the background 
Else Doc/mage[i, jJ= 1 Ilpart of the forgroundlobject 

Algorithm 3.1 Threshold Selection 

Where Doclmage[i ,j] is the pixel value at the x and y coordinate specified by ith and jth 

point 
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3.3. Segmentation 

Image segmentation is the process of pixel detection in order to identify the attributes 

of pixels and defines the boundaries for pixels that belong to same group (Wu, 1999) . 

In this research the image segmentation by thresholding technique is implemented. 

Image segmentation by thresholding is a simple but powerful approach for images 

containing solid objects which are distinguishable from the background or other objects 

in terms of pixel intensity va lues (Wu, 1999). The pixe l thresholds are normally 

adjusted interactively and displayed in real-time on screen . When the values are 

defined properly, the boundaries are traced for all pixels within the range in the image. 

Gray scale thresholding works well when an image has uniform regions and 

contrasting background. 

In this research work line and word segmentation are considered. 

3.3.1. Line Segmentation 

Line segmentation is a process of identifying the lines that hold text and lines that are 

blanks from the document image. By using the va lue of the pixels in the line each line 

is segmented using the fixed threshold method. This technique is used on the bases of 

the 0 value and applied to the Doclmage[i , jj as shown in Algorithm 3.2. 

Lines that contain text and lines that does not contain text are identified by 

For i=O to height of Image do 
For j =O to width of image do 
{ 

} 

If Doclmage[i, jjse =Text Line Ilpart ofthe forgroundlobject 
Break 

If Doclmage[i, jJ?ce =Nontext Line Ilpart of the background 
Algorithm 3.2. Determinin g text line and non text line 
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Where Doclmage[i ,j] is the pixel va lue at the x and y coordinate specified by ith and r 
point. 

3.3.2. Word Segmentation 

Since the lines that hold text data and non text data are identified , the next step is to 

identify the top and bottom border of each text area and the identification of each word 

image boundaries. 

Identification of word boundaries requires the task of distinguishing words from word 

spaces. Although it seems simple, the presence of spaces that precede or succeed a 

character makes it difficult to identify a word separator from a character separator. 

Hence, it compl icates the job of word border identification as one of the challenges in 

word level segmentation (Le, Thoma, & Wechsler, 1996). 

According to Le, Thoma, & Wechsler (1996) a word separator space is greater than 

one third of the character height in English text documents. Since this research uses 

computer printout Amharic documents, the researcher accepts the proposal and the 

word spacing used in this process is chosen to be one-third of a character height. 

By identifying the word borders each text line in the document image is further 

segmented into word images. 

3.3.3. Query Segmentation 

The process of Query Segmentation is the same as that of image segmentation as 

long as the query is submitted in image form . However, the system is designed to 

accept the query in text form . Hence, it is necessary to convert the submitted query text 
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into an image. For this purpose, the proposed system incorporates an algorithm that 

changes the input text to image. This process is called text rendering . 

Rendering is the process of generating an image from a model , by means of computer 

programs. The model is a description of three-dimensional objects in a strictly defined 

language or data structure. It would contain geometry, viewpoint, texture, lighting , and 

shading information (Wikipedia , 2009) . 

Text rendering is the process of preparing characters that are stored in memory for 

display as glyphs (Apple Computer, 1996). 

To roughly evaluate the similarity between the word object extracted from the 

document image and for the user query word , the query has been resized to fit the 

document image size. 

3.4. Word Feature Extraction 

After word images are detected from documents the next step is extracting the features 

of the word image. The features extracted must describe certain characteristics of the 

word. The choice of features is often based on heuristics and it depends on the data. 

Here, the technique used for featu re extraction of the word image considers the word 

shape analysis. The word shape analyses that are considered in this research are two 

types. The first selects an image feature called the vertical bar pattern in order to 

construct document vectors. The second also extracts an image feature based on the 

pixel va lues in the predefined area . The idea is to calculate a vector va lue for the 

image and represent each word image in one vector. This will help to represent word 

images as a sequence of vectors. For example a word A can be represented as 
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In typical retrieva l systems, recall tends to increase as the number of retrieved items 

increases; while at the same time the precision is likely to decrease. Further, when the 

number of relevant images is greater than the number of the retrieved images, recall is 

meaningless. As a result, precision and recall are only rough descriptions of the 

performance of the retrieva l system (Long, zhang , & Feng , 2003) . 

By combining the precision and recall it is possible to obtain a single objective 

measure. This is called F-measure. It is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and 

recall , this can be defined as: 

2(Precision * Recall) 
F = ---------:-:

Precision + Recall 

Equation 3.2: Performance Evaluation (F-Measurc) 

The F-measure is derived from recall and precision . It is a strict measurement 

because it does not only reflect the absolute value of the recall and precision , but also 

refiects the degree of balance between the two (Lu & Tan , 2007) . 

Precision , Recall and F-measure are set-based measures where order of documents 

not taken into account. If the first k retrieved documents are consider, and the 

precision and recal l values are computed it is possible to plot the relation between 

precision and recall for each value of k. If the (k+1 )SI is not relevant recall is the same, 

but precision decreases. If the (k+1 )SI is relevant recall and precision increase. 

Since precision and reca ll by themselves do not give us a good evaluation measure 

and users are mostly interested on the first k documents of the retrieval resu lt, an 

approach that measures the retrieva l performance of the first k documents tel ls more 
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about the system performance. In this research the R-precision is calculated by using 

Equation 2.11 for the first 10 retrieved documents. 

For an information need, the average precision is the arithmetic mean of the precisions 

for the set of top k documents retrieved after each relevant document is retrieved . 

Precision at k is interested in the proportion of good results among the k first answers. 

Precision at a fixed level has an advantage because it does not need an estimate of 

the set of relevant document and a disadvantage because it is unstable measure, 

which means it does not average well 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. 8XPERIMENTATION 

The present system uses image documents that are stored in a computer. The Image 

documents are preprocessed and binerized to give a file that can be accessed by the 

system. The Image documents are then segmented line by line and word images are 

identified. Each word image feature is extracted and document vectors are generated . 

The user gives query text to the system and the query is rendered to generate a query 

image. This query image is preprocessed and word images are identified. The 

segmented word feature is extracted and query vector is generated for the word . 

Both vectors, are matched using a similarity measure and with a selected t1 reshold 

similarity score image documents that have a threshold value are retrieved The whole 

process is shown on figure 4.1. 

figure 4.1 Document Image retrieval Process. 



4.1 . Preprocessing 

After the system receives the document images it preprocesses them and the first 

preprocessing task is determining the color values of each pixel. In this research work 

the following Java code is used by implementing Java Advanced Imaging (JAI) for 

determining the color value of each pixel. 

The Java implementation code for the determining color value of the pixel 

File image ~ new File(args[O}} ; 
IIOpen the image (using the name passed as a command line 
parameter) 

Planarlmage pi ~ JAI. create ( " fileload " , args[O)); 
Ilget the width and height of the image 

int width~pi . getWidth (); int height ~ pi . getHeight () ; 
Ilget the sampleModel of the image 

SampleModel sm~pi . getSampleModel(}; 

IIGet the number of color bands 
int nbands ~sm . getNumBands(} ; 

Iidefine arrays of pixel 
int [} pixel ~ new int[nbands}; 

II Get an iterator for the image . 
Randomlter i tera tor ~ RandomlterFactory. crea te (pi, null); 

II Scan the image pixels in each row and column . 
for (int h~O; h<height ; h++) 

for (int w~O; w<width; w++) 
{ 

I I Get the array of val ues for the pixel on the x and y 
coordinate . 

iterator . getPixel(w,h , pixel}; 
int pixeltotal~O; 

int pixelaverage ~ 0 ; 
for (int band 0; band < nbands; band++) { 

pixel total ~ pixel [band} + pixeltotal ;; 
} 

pixelaverage~pixeltotal I nbands } 

Once the color value of each pixel is known the next step needed is changing each 

pixels to the va lue of 0 and 1, this is called bineraization. 
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Through experiment, a threshold parameter e of 128 has been used for bineraization 

using a fixed threshold selection method .. Hence, pixels which have a va lue between 

0-127, inclusive, are considered as black, and pixels with a value between 128 to 255 

have been considered as white , so that the background and the foreground of the 

image can be easily identified. 

The preprocessing step of this research do not include character point size, word 

spacing and character leading. However, all documents used have a font size of 12, a 

font type of Power geez Unicod1 and a plain style. 

4.2. Segmentation 

4.2.1. Line Segmentation 

Areas of non-textual borders can be roughly located by identifying non-textual rows; at 

the same time, areas of textual borders can be located by identifying textual rows. 

Since leading characters are not considered in this paper, a textual row and a non 

textual row are identified based on the presences or absence of a pixel which has its 

average color value less than 128. Using this criterion , the image is segmented into a 

series of rows for identifying a line that has a text or a line for which each pixel contains 

a white space. 

The output of the horizontal image segmentation coordinates are put in a file with a 

prefix of "D" and "8" to identify the lines that has a text and white space, respectively. 

The partial view of the output file is shown on Table 4.1 
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80 8 1 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

8 10 8 II 8 12 8 13 8 14 8 15 8 16 8 17 8 18 819 

820 821 822 823 8 24 825 826 8 27 828 829 

830 83 1 8 32 833 8 34 8 35 8 36 8 37 838 839 

840 8 4 1 842 843 844 845 846 847 848 849 

850 8 51 852 853 8 54 855 856 857 858 859 

860 861 862 8 63 864 865 866 D 67 D 68 D69 

D70 D 71 D72 D 73 D74 D 75 D 76 D 77 D78 D 79 

D 80 D 81 D 82 D 83 D84 D 85 D 86 D 87 D 88 D 89 

D 90 D 91 D92 D 93 D 94 D 95 D96 D97 D 98 D 99 

D 100 D 101 D 102 D 103 D 104 D 105 D 106 D 107 D 108 D 109 

D 11 0 Dill 8 11 2 8 11 3 8114 8 11 5 81 16 811 7 8 118 8 119 

8120 8 12 1 8122 8 123 8 124 8 125 8126 8 127 8 128 8129 

Table 4. 1 The partial view of the output fde that hold s the hne numbers of text area and non text area. 

The "8" and "0 " indicates if the line is blank or data space, respectively, and the 

numbers indicate the vertica l pixel position. From the above table one can easily 

conclude that the document has no text data values from pixel 0 to pixel 66 and has 

text data from pixel 67 to pixel 111 . 

For the purpose of identifying lines that contain text area and lines that contain non 

textual area the following Java code is implemented. 

The Java implementation code for identifying lines that contain text and lines 
that does not contain text 

FileWriter fwhb ~ new FileWriter( "border . txt " ) ; 
PrintWriter pwhb ~ new PrintWriter(fwhb) ; 
for (h ~ 0 ; h < height ; h++) { 

for (w ~ 0 ; w < width ; w++) { 
if (pixelaverage / nbands < 128) { 
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} 

} 

pwhb .println ( " D " + h) ; 
break ; 

if (pixelaverage / nbands > 128) ( 
pwhb.println ( " B " + h); 

} 

pwhb . fl ush () ; 
pwhb . close () ; 

The above Java code segments the document horizontally by identifying a horizontal 

text area and a horizontal non text area as shown in Fig 4.2 

n, 999 11:<':')' '}UIl'!- h 1';'-3<;' .; •. f} '}uu ·)· O'ltl·!-'!u hrh'!''(I. 

JO!J 999 '}.'!". g:a) 1',',11<;"(/)'/· p(..[PT n"k"?(.·U[)· 01'119 

Figure 4.2 Horizontal segmented document image 

Text Area 

By using the above Java code the lines that contain data and the lines that contain 

white spaces are identified and the output is stored to the text file. Using the text file 

created , the horizontal boundaries of the text areas are identified , and these 

boundaries in turn are used for identifying word borders. 

The Java code below is used for identifying horizontal borders of the text area. 

The Java implementation code for identifying horizontal borders of the text area 

FileWriter fwvb ~ new Fi1eWriter ( " Horizonta1Bord. txt " ); 
pwvb ~ new PrintWriter(fwvb); 
BufferedReader input ~ new BufferedReader (new FileReader 
( "border . txt " )); 



Vector<String> line2 ~ new Vector<String> (2, 2) ; 
while ((line ~ input.readLine()) ! ~ null) ( 
line2 . addElement (line) ; } 
for (int i ~ 0; i < (line2 . size () - 1) ; i++) { 

if (line2. elementAt (i) . charAt (0) 
line2 . elementAt (i + 1). charAt (0)) { 

continue; 
} 

while (line2 . elementAt (i) . contains ( " B " )) ( 

String[] data ~ line2 . elementAt(i) . split( " "); 
Lnumber ~ Integer .parseInt(data[I}); 
border ~ Lnumber; 
i++ } 

dataStart ~ (border + 1); 

while (line2. elementAt (i) . contains ( " D " )) { 

String[} data ~ line2. elementAt Ii) . split ( " ") ; 

} 

} 

Lnumber ~ Integer .parseInt(data[I}); 
containt = Lnumber; 
i++; 

dataEnd ~ containt; 

input . close () ; 
pwvb . flush () ; 
pwvb . close () ; 

4.2.2. Word Segmentation 

As discussed in chapter Three Identification of word boundaries requires the task of 

distinguishing words from word spaces. For this purpose the following Java code is 

used to identify spaces between characters as a part of a word image. 

The Java implementation code for distinguishing words from word spaces 

In t coun t~O; 
for (w ~ 0 ; w < width; w++) { 

for (h ~ dataStart; h < dataEnd ; h++) { 
if (pixelaverage / nbands < 128) { 
count ~ 0 ; 
break; } 

} 

if (pixelaverage / nbands > 128) { 
count++; 

if (count >~ (dataEnd - dataStart) / 3) { 

pwvb.println ( "B, " + wend + 
(wstart) + " , " +dataEnd);} 
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Since the main purpose of the segmentation stage is to segment the document image 

into the word level , identifying the word border is an essential task. By reading the 

data start position and the data end position from the file , we can get the top and 

bottom border of the word, whereas to get the left and right border of the word the 

following Java code is implemented: 

The Java implementation code for obtaining the top and bottom of the word 

FileWri ter fwwb = new FileWri ter ( "wordborder. txt ") ; 
pwwb = new PrintWriter(fwwb); 
BufferedReader inputv new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader ( "Hori zon ta lBord . txt " ) ) ; 

String linev = null ; 
Vector<String> line2 = new Vector<String>(2 , 2); 
while (( linev = inputv. readLine ()) I = null) ( 
line2 . addElement(linev); 
} 

for (int i = 0 ; i < (line2 . size() - 1); i++) ( 
if (line2 . elementAt (i) . charAt (0) == line2 . elementAt 

(i + l) . charAt(O)) { 
continue; 

} 

while (line2 . elementAt (i) . contains ( "B " )) ( 
String[] datal = line2 . elementAt(i) . split( ","); 
wborderstartl = Integer .parselnt(datal(l}) ; 
vborderstartl = Integer .parselnt(datal(2}) ; 
wborderendl Integer .parselnt(datal(3}); 
vborderendl Integer .parselnt(datal(4}); 

i++ ; 
} 

while (line2 . elementAt(i) . contains( "D" )) ( 
String[] datal = line2 . elementAt (i) . split( "," ) ; 
wdatastartl = Integer .parselnt(datal(l}) ; 
vdatastartl = Integer .parselnt (datal [2}) ; 
wdataendl Integer.parselnt (datal [3}) ; 
vdataendl Integer .parselnt (datal [4}) ; 
i++ i 
} 

if (wda taendl - wborderendl > 20 I I vda taendl
vdatastartl<lO) { 
pwwb .println ( "e, " + 

(vdatastartl) + 
vdataendl); 
} 
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inputv . close (); 
pwwb . fl ush () ; 
p wwb . close () ; 

By knowing the borders of each word the above Java code segments the document 

image into word level as shown in Figure 4.3. 

ill 9991 h ~:-i' l boo-I, III J<;~-.1<?1 R"fl hoo:tl P'Jtd'?1 III rh?"tll 
6101 1992 tUl"j [(':aj !f-INi'(/l'd 1/""1.·9)")"1 Irf'ic"?!.·oul Im'I '9 
lidY."'J 11-1'1'10)1 fl>COTA::1 

Figure 4.3 Figure showing word level segmentation 

Since there is a chance of getting characters or words that have less importance for 

searching Amharic words, for example like the word '" , 'i , ). , ; , , , , /, ~ , '/. .e: " and so 

on, it is necessary to remove such characters from the word collection. For the 

purpose of removing less important words, Algorithm 4.1 that checks the length of the 

word has been introduced. This algorithm checks if the length of the word bounded by 

the word border algorithm is greater than certain threshold, if it is greater than that, it 

will consider the word as a proper Amharic word , otherwise it will ignore the word and it 

will not write its borders to the word border file . Here, the minimum length of the word 

is taken as 20 pixels and the minimum height of the word is taken as 10 pixels. These 

va lues are considered by using the two consecutive Amharic characters of ") ) " for 

measuring the width and "uo" for measuring the height. The researcher has observed 
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that ") " is the character that has a smallest width and "0'" is a character that has the 

smallest height in Amharic alphabet. Most of the words formed by combining two 

characters in Amharic are considered has no importance in retrieving the document. 

Since the width of Amharic characters varies , it is safe to assume a word that is formed 

by two characters of the smallest width is not important for retrieval. 

The algorithm for determining the minimum length of a word is: 

If WordLength(i , j»MinimumLength 
If WordHeight>MinimumHeight 

Write to file 

Algorithm 4.1 Determine the minimum length and height of the word image 

The Java implementation of Algorithm 4.1 is shown below: 

The Java implementation code for determining the minimum length and height of 
the word image 

if (wdataendl - wborderendl> 20 && vdataendl-vdatastartl>lO) ( 

) 

pwwb .println ( "e, " + (wborderendl + 1) + 
+ " , " + wdataendl + "," + vdataendl) ,. 

" " , + (vdatastartl) 

The outputs of the word image segmentation coordinates are put in a file with a prefix 

of "C" to identify the coordinates of the word image. The partial view of the output file 

is shown on Table 4.2. 
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C.84,67.165, III C,193,67.249. 111 C,277.67,444, I II C,473.67,532, II I 

C,562,67,76 1.1 11 C.789,67.950. 111 C.85.18 1.254.229 C.282.18 1,482,229 

C.5 12, 18 1 ,595,229 C,625. 1 81,68 1,229 C.709, 181 ,876,229 C,905 , 181 ,964.229 

C,993 .1 8 1,1177.229 C, 1207. 18 1, 1316,229 C. 1345, 18 1.1 528,229 C, 1557. 18 1.1828,229 

C, 84,243, 199,281 C,229.243,482.28 1 C.5 12,243,625,28 1 C,84,474.335,5 19 

C,365,474,495,519 C,525,4 74. 738.5 19 C.768.474,85 1,5 19 C,880.474,936.5 19 

C,965,474, 113 1,5 19 C,11 60,474, 13 12,5 19 C, 1342.474.1390,519 C.1 420.474.1476,5 19 

C, 1509,474, 1609,S 19 C, 1638,474, 1722,S 19 C, 175 1 ,474, 1920,S 19 C,83 ,536,228,574 

C,257.536.470,574 C,82,590.3 10,63 4 C.340,590,529.634 C.83,823.220,868 

Table 4.2 The partial view of the output file that holds the word boundaries. 

The "C" is simply used to indicate the file content is a coordinate va lue. The numbers 

indicate the left, top, right and bottom coordinate values of the image word . From the 

above table we can easily see that the document has a word image bounded by the 

coordinates 84,67,165,111. 

4.2.3. Query Segmentation 

The system accepts the query from the users in text form and it converts the text query 

into an image query by the process called rendering . The image query is resized to fit 

the document image size. From the experiment made during the system development 

the researcher determines that a resizing factor 4.22 gives a good result. So, the 

determined factor is used for resizing the query text. However, a mechanism should 

be developed to determine a dynamic resizing factor. 
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The extracted features are represented in a vector that has many values which are 

either a result of the vertical bar pattern or the predefined area methods. 

During Word feature extraction of individual word images the need for normalization 

arises so that the word representations become insensitive to variations in size, font 

and various degradations popularly present in document images. 

The normalization process for parallel bar vertical line feature extraction uses the 

following techniques: First the word height is divided into four regions, which are the 

top, middle, bottom and lower regions. These regions are generated by dividing the 

height of the word by three and get the gap. Assign the region from top border up to 

the top border + gap position as a top region , the middle region is the area between the 

top border + gap and top border + 2 (gap), the bottom region is a region from the lower 

border of the middle region by adding the gap, the remaining region is considered as a 

lower region. Then each value that have a data at the top level is counted and 

multiplied by one to get the total top region pixel data value of the top region . With the 

same logic the middle, the bottom and the lower pixel values are calculated except that 

the multiplication factor is 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

Then, each pixel at the top level will be counted and multiplied by one, to get the total 

top region pixel value of the top region. With the same logic the middle , the bottom 

and the lower pixel values is calculated except that the multiplication factor is 2, 3 and 

4, respectively. 
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Top region 

Lower region 

Figure 4.4 Divided regions of a word image 

Figure 4.4 indicates the boundary lines detected. In this way a word can be 

represented in to different regions where each region will have different pixel value. 

Finally, the sum of the data pixels from top, middle, bottom and lower will be divided by 

the sum of pixel va lues of the top, middle, bottom and lower values. This always gives 

a result between 0 and 1. 

The Java Code that is used to normalize and extract the document image features is 

represented below. These features are then used for feature matching which will be 

discussed letter in this chapter. 

The Java Implementation of normalizing and extracting parallel bar vertical line 

image word features: 

FileWriter fwwv new FileWriter( "C: /lmageVector/ "+ 
Vector . getName() .replaceAll ( ". jpg ", " . txt " ) , true) ; 

pwwv = new PrintWri ter(fwwv) ; 
Vector VlinepixVal = new Vector () ; 
String line3=null ; 
Vector<String> line4 = new Vector<String>(2, 2) ; 
while ((line3 = inputB . readLine()) ,= null) { 

line4 . addElemen t (1 ine3) ; 

for (int m = 0; m < (line4 . size()) ; m++) { 
if (line4 . elementAt (m) . isEmpty ()) { 

m = m + 1; 
} 



int boundgap (bottomCorner - topCorner) / 3 ; 
int top bound topCorner + boundgap ; 
int midbound topbound + boundgap ; 
int bottomb ound ~ midbound + boundgap ; 
int countTotal ~ 0 ; 
int countT , countM, countB , countL ~ 0 ; 
for (w ~ leftCorner; w < rightCorner ; w++) { 

i nt p ixelValT ~ 0 , int p ixelValM ~ 0 ; 
int pixelValB ~ 0 , int pixel ValL ~ 0 ; 

} 

for (h ~ topCorner ; h < topbound ; h++) { 
for ( int band ~ 0 ; band < nbands ; band++) { 

p ixelaverage ~ pixel [band] + pixelavera g e ; 

if (pixelavera g e / nbands < 128) { 
pixel Va 1 T++; 

} 

countT++ ; 
} 

for (h ~ topbound ; h < midbound ; h++) { 
for (int band ~ 0 ; band < nbands ; band++) { 

pixelaverage ~ pixel [band] + pixelaverage ; 
} 

if (pixelaverage / nbands < 128) { 
pixel ValM++ ; 

} 

countM++ ; 
} 
for (h ~ midbound; h < bottombound ; h++) { 
for ( int band ~ 0 ; ba n d < nbands ; band++ ) { 
pixelaverage ~ pixel [band] + pixelaverage ; 

} 

if (pixelaverage / nbands < 128) { 
pixel Va lB++; 
} 

cQu n tB++ ; 

for (h ~ bottombound ; h < bottomCorner ; h++ ) { 
for (int band ~ 0 ; band < nbands ; band++) { 

p ixelave r age ~ p i xel [band] + pixelavera g e ; 
} 

if (pixelavera g e / nbands < 128) { 
pixel ValL++ ; 
} 

cQuntL++; 

countTotal ~ countT +(countM * 2)+(countB * 3) + (countL * 4) ; 
float VlineVal~ (float) (pixelValL*4+pixelValB*3+pixelValM*2 + 

pixelValT) / countTotal ; 
VlinepixVal . addElement (VlineVal) ; 
} 
for (int k ~ 0 ; k < VlinepixVal . size () ; k++) { 
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pwwv .pri nt (Vli nepi x Val . elemen tAt (k ) + " , " ) ; 
} 

pwwv .println (); 
pwwv . flush () ; 
pwwv . close (); 
} 

To roughly extract the feature of a word image using area based feature extraction a 

word is divided into 144 distinct areas by segmenting the word into 9 vertical and 16 

horizontal parts. 

Then each pixel that has a data within the area is counted. At the same time each 

pixe l is counted to get the total number of pixels. 
,--------------, 

One area of the word 

Figure 4.5 Area based divided regions of word image 

Figure 4.5 indicates the areas selected . In this way a word can be represented in to 

different areas where each area will have different pixel value. 

Finally, the sum of the data pixels in the area is divided by the sum of pixel values of 

the area . This always gives a result between 0 and 1. 

The Java code that is used to normalize and extract the document image features is 

represented in the following Java code. These features are then used for feature 

matching. 



The Java Implementation of normalizing and extracting Area based image word 
features: 

FileWriter fwwv new FileWriterl "C: /lmageVectorl/ " + 
Vector . ge tName () . replaceAll I " . jpg " , ". tx t " ) , true) 
pwwv ~ new PrintWriterlfwwv) ; 

Vector VlinepixVal ~ new Vector () ; 
int leftcord~O; 
int rightcord~O ; 

in t topcord~O ; 

int bottomcord~O ; 

int boundgapV ~ IrightCorner - le f tCorner ) / 15 ; 
int boundgapH ~ IbottomCorner - topCorner) / 7 ; 
int nbands ~ sm . getNumBandsl) ; 
intI) pixel ~ ne w int[nbands) ; 
int d = 0 ; 
int wt ; 
int z ; 
Vector<String> cell ~ new Vector<String>12, 2); 
for lint x ~ leftCorner ; x < rightCorner ; x += boundgapV) ( 
if Ix+boundgapV> r igh tCorner ) 

z~rightCorner ; 

else 

} 

z~x+boundgapV ; 
for lint y = topCorner ; y < bottomCorner; y+= boundgapH) ( 
if ly+boundgapH>bottomCorner) 

wt=bottomCorner ; 
else 

wt~y+boundgapH ; 
cell . addElement I "Cell " + d+ " "+z+ " 
"+wt) ; //Integer.toStringld) ); 

d++ ; 
) 

for li nt i = 0 ; i < c e ll. size (); i++} ( 
String[) data = cell . elementAt Ii) . split I " "}; 
leftcord = Integer .parselnt Idata (2)} ; 

rightcord=Integer .parselnt ldata(3) ); 
topcord=Integer .parseln t Ida ta (4)) ; 

bottomcord=Integer .parselnt Idata (5) ); 
int pixelValTVH = 0 ; 
int countVH=O ; 
Randomlter i tera tor = RandomlterFactory . crea te Ipi , null) ; 
for l int wQ = leftcord ; wQ <rightcord ; wQ++) ( 

for lint hQ = topcord; hQ <bottomcord; hQ++) ( 
iterator . getPixellwQ, hQ , pixel) ; //getPixellwQ , hQ , 
pixelQ) ; 
pixelaverage = 0 ; 

} 

for lint band 0 ; band < nbands ; band++) ( 
pixelaverage = pixel [band) + pixelaverage ; 
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if (pixelaverage / nbands < 128) { 
pixel Val TVH++ ; 

countVH++ ; 
} 

} 

float VlineValV ~ (float ) (pixel Val TVH) / countVH; 
VlinepixVal . addElement (VlineVal V) ; 
pixelValTVH ~ 0 ; 
countVH~O ; 

} 

for ( int k ~ 0; k < VlinepixVal . size {) - 1 ; k++ ) { 
pwwv .p ri nt (VlinepixVal . elementAt (k ) + ", " ) ; 

} 

p wwv .pri ntln () ; 
p wwv . flush {) ; 
pwwv . close () ; 

A file is used to store the vector values of each word image, each file can be treated as 

a vector, so called document vector 

4.4. Similarity Measure 

The Similarity measures used in this research are cosine similarity measure and 

Euclidean similarity measure. For the purpose getting the similarity results between 0 

and 1, the Euclidean similarity is normalized as shown in Equation 3.1. 

Based on Equation 3.1 and Equation 2.1 the following Java codes are implemented to 

measure similarities between image word and query word. 

The Java implementation code fo r the Euclidean similarity measure is 

BufferedReader inputvQ 
( " wordvalueQ . txt " ) ) ; 

Bu f feredReade r inputvl 
( Vector Value)) ; 

new BufferedReader ( new FileReade r 

new BufferedReader (new F i leReader 

String linevQ ~ null, linevl ~ nul l ; 
double Slres~O , double SQres~O , double difre~O ; 

String[] dataQ ~ null ; 
String[] datal ~ null ; 
Vector<String> lineQ5 ~ new Vector<String> (2, 2) ; 
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Vector<String> line2 ~ new Vector<String>(2 , 2); 
while ((linevQ ~ inputvQ . readLine()) I ~ null) ( 

lineQ5 . addElement(linevQ) ; 
} 

for (int k ~ 0 ; k < (lineQ5.size()); ++k) ( 
da taQ ~ lineQ5 . elementAt (k ) . spli t ( " , " ) ; / /elementAt (k) ; 

} 
while ((linevI ~ inputvI.readLine()) ! ~ null) ( 

line2 . addElement (linevI) ; 
} 
for (int i ~ 0 ; i < (line2 . size()); i++) ( 
datal ~ line2 . elementAt{i) . split( " , "); 

} 

if (dataQ . length <~ datal . length ) { 
for (int h ~ 0 ; h < dataQ . length ; ++h ) ( 
Qres ~ Double .parseDouble(dataQ[h}) ; 
SQres~SQres+Qres ; 

Ires ~ Double.parseDouble{dataI[h)); 
difre~{Math . pow((Qres-Ires),2))+difre ; 

SIres~SIres+lres ; 

} 

} if (dataQ.length > dataI.length) { 
for (int h ~ 0; h < dataI . length; ++h) ( 
Ires Double . parseDouble(dataI[h}) ; 
Qres ~ Double .parseDouble(dataQ[h}) ; 

SQres~SQres+Qres ; 

difre~ (Ma th .pow ( (Qres - Ires) , 2) ) +difre ; 
} 

double similarityE~O ; 

similarityE~(Math . sqrt(difre))/(SQres+Slres); 

} 

The Java implementation code for the Cosine similarity measure is 

BufferedReader inputvQ 
( "wordvalueQ . txt " )); 
BufferedReader inputvI 

(VectorValue)) ; 

new BufferedReader (new FileReader 

new BufferedReader (new FileReader 

String linevQ ~ null, String linevI ~ null ; 
Vector<String> lineQ5 new Vector<String>(2 , 2) ; 
Vector<String> line2 ~ new Vector<String> (2 , 2) ; 
while ((linevQ ~ inputvQ . readLine ()) , ~ null ) ( 

lineQ5 . addElement(linevQ) ; 
) 

for (int k ~ 0 ; k < (lineQ5.size()); ++k) ( 
dataQ ~ lineQ5 . elementAt (k) . split ( ", "); 

} 

while (( linevI ~ inputvI . readLine ()) I ~ null) ( 
line2 . addElement(linevI) ; 

} 
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for (int i ~ 0 ; i < (line2 . size()) ; i++) ( 
datal ~ line2 . elementAt(i) . split( " , " ) ; 
if (da taQ . length <~ datal . length) { 

} 

for (int h ~ 0; h < dataQ . length ; ++h) { 
Qres ~ Double .parseDouble(dataQ{hi); 
Ires ~ Double .parseDouble (datal (hi ) ; 
dotproduct ~ (Qres * Ires) + dotproduct ; 
sqrDatal (Qres * Qres) + sqrDatal; 
sqrDa ta2 (Ires * Ires) + sqrDa ta2 ; 

} 

if (dataQ.length > dataI . length ) { 

} 
} 

fo r (in t h ~ 0 ; h < da ta 1. length ; ++h ) { 
Ires ~ Double .parseDouble (dataI {h)) ; 
Qres ~ Double .parseDouble (dataQ (hi ) ; 
dotproduct ~ (Qres * Ires) + dotproduct; 
sqrDatal (Qres * Qres) + sqrDatal ; 
sqrData2 ~ (Ires * Ires) + sqrData2 ; 

double similarityC ~ 0 ; 
similarityC ~ dotpr oduct / Math . sqrt(sqrDatal * sqrData2) ; 

4.5. Performance Evaluation 

To verify the validity of the approach proposed in this paper for searching the user 

specified Amharic word in Amharic Document images, the experiments have been 

carried out on 121 scanned documents that are selected from recent Amharic 

documents encoded in the computer. The documents collected fall into three 

categories that are proclamations, news items and guidelines. The main font used in 

the document is Power geez Unicode 1. The total number of pages and number of 

Amharic words considered from the 121 documents are 483 and 109, 238 respectively. 

For testing the system 28 word queries were selected by a language expert from the 

collection of the 121 documents. 

For this research a program is written in Java for image segmentation , featu re 

extraction and feature matching. The efficiency of each algorithm is tested separately 
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and then the segmentation, feature extraction and feature matching algorithms are 

integrated and tested on the sample data to measure the performance of the system. 

The computer system used for implementing the system is x64-based PC that has 

Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual CPU T3200 @ 2.00GHz, 2000 Mhz, 2 Core(s) , 2 Logical 

Processor(s), Installed Physical Memory (RAM) 4.00 GB and Microsoft® Windows 

Vista ™ Home Premium Operating System. For the purpose of storing a scanned 

document and the vector representation of the document large hard disk space is 

needed. For a half a page document that holds 49 words 11 9kb is needed to store the 

scanned document and 68kb is needed to store the vector representation. By 

considering the minimum one can get a hard disk space needed by multiplying the 

number of pages scanned by the sum of the scanned and vector file size. For the 

purpose of using large collection of document images the system requires a huge 

storing space. 

4.6. Testing Cases 

Three different cases of testing are made by combining the feature extraction methods 

and the similarity measures used. As described in chapter three two feature extraction 

methods and two similarity measure algorithms are implemented. At first the test is 

done only by using a parallel bar vertical line feature extraction and the Euclidean 

similarity measure. Then the researcher wants to improve the performance of the 

system and use the same feature extraction method together with the cosine similarity 

measure. However the performance of the system does not improve as expected. 

Then the researcher again tries to increase the performance by using area based 

feature extraction. The three cases of testing are: 
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I. parallel bar vertical line feature extraction method with Euclidean similarity 

measure 

2. parallel bar vertica l line feature extraction method with Cosine similarity 

measure 

3. Area Based feature extraction method with Euclidean similarity measure 

From the testing made on the document image retrieval system, four thresholds are 

selected and evaluation measure is made based on the selected thresholds for all 

cases. The thresholds chosen for the Euclidean measure of parallel bar vertica l line 

feature extraction are 0.024, 0.027, 0.030 and 0.033. The thresholds chosen for the 

Cosine similarity measure of parallel bar verti cal line feature extraction are 0.92, 0.94, 

0.96 and 0.98. The thresholds chosen for the Euclidean measure of Area Based 

feature extraction are 0.042, 0.043, 0.044 and 0.045. 
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Based on these thresholds the evaluation measure is made whether the word image is 

similar to the query provided, The retrieved documents for Euclidean measure of 

parallel bar vertical line feature extraction based on the query provided are displayed in 

Table 4,3 
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The retrieved documents for Cosine measure of parallel bar vertica l line feature 

extraction based on the query provided are displayed in Table 4.4 
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Table 4.4: Table showmg retneved documents based on Cosme Simila nty of Parallel ba r' vertical hne feature extraction. 

The retrieved documents for Euclidean measure of Area Based feature extraction 

based on the query provided are displayed in Table 4.5 
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Table 4.5: Table showmg retneved documents based on Euchdean S imilanty of A rea based feature 
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To further evaluate the performance of the proposed model, the precision and recall of 

the Parallel Bar vertical line feature extraction for the Eucl idean similarity measure 

testing results are measured and presented on Table 4.6 
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lIP","r 
)I~(.\ 

Average 

5 I 20 20.00 4.76 I 5 20 .00 16.67 I I 20.00 50.00 I 0 20.00 

25 20 27 80.00 42 .55 9 8 36.00 52.94 6 I 24.00 85 .7 1 3 0 12.00 

38 19 13 50.00 59.38 14 5 36.84 73.68 8 2 21.05 80.00 8 I 2 1.05 

8 7 17 87 .50 29. 17 6 7 75 .00 46. 15 6 4 75.00 60.00 5 0 62.50 

15 12 30 80 00 28.57 7 " 46.67 38.89 2 2 13.33 50.00 2 I 13.33 

5 4 30 80.00 11 .76 4 II 80.00 26.67 I 3 2000 25 .00 I 0 20.00 

23 10 5 43.48 66.67 9 I 39.13 90.00 6 0 26.09 100.00 4 0 17.39 

72 26 0 36.11 100.00 13 0 18.06 100.00 6 0 8.33 100.00 4 0 5.56 

15 I ; 82 100.00 15.46 15 55 100.00 21.43 13 23 86.67 36.11 7 10 46.67 

28 13 7 46.43 65.00 10 0 35.71 100.00 7 0 25.00 100.00 6 0 21.43 

68.66 46.15 54.33 59.06 40.71 70.18 30.65 

Table 4.6 : Performance eva luatIOn of Euclldcan distance slnllianty for Parallel bar vcrt lell) hne fe:l turc 
extract ion . 
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100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

80.00 

80.00 

100.00 

100.00 

88.89 

100.00 

66.67 

100.00 

100.00 

100.00 

41.18 

100.00 

84.11 



The composite F-measure of recall and precision are presented in Table 4.7 for the 
, 

Euclidean similarity measure of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction . 

Threshold=O.033 Threshold=O.OJO Thrcshold=(1027 Thrcshold=O.024 
x • $. $. $. $. 
.... 

$. $. $. $. ~ § c c c ij I ij 
0 $. ij 

0 
$. ij 

0 

" " .~ .~ . ~ ·0 0 ·u ~ ·u "" ·u "- ·u "-CI " • " " '" .l: '" g: '" g: '" .l: 
M'," 100.00 3 .03 5.88 ]00.00 5.88 11.11 100.00 2000 33.33 100.00 5000 66 .67 
(~UP'l ' 78.57 59.46 67.69 60.71 80.95 69.39 35 .7 1 90.9 1 51.28 25 .00 100.00 40.00 
),'p;e:. 77 .78 8615 81.75 70.83 9808 82.26 69.44 100.00 81.97 45.83 100.00 62.86 

~·~,C"" . J· 85. 14 78.75 81.82 60.81 100.00 75.63 45.95 100.00 62 .96 18.92 100.00 31.82 
u p'}"Jph ) ' 95.59 63. 11 76.02 85 .29 78 .38 81.69 72.06 94.23 81.67 44. 12 96.77 60.61 

l,IIA·" 23 .53 66.67 34.78 7.84 50.00 13.56 1.96 50.00 3.77 1.96 10000 3.85 
~"M.~ 49.12 7 1.79 58.33 29.82 89.47 44.74 15.79 100.00 27.27 8.77 100.00 16.13 
h+l1'1 50.00 66.67 57 .14 40.00 80.00 53 .33 35,00 77. 78 48.28 20.00 10000 33.33 

(I.°'I.')-f. 100.00 5.00 9.52 100.00 3333 50.00 100.00 3333 50.00 100.00 50.00 66.67 
upU0t.,i' 100.00 36.36 53.33 100.00 43 . [4 60.27 79.55 56.45 66.04 52.27 76.67 62.16 
MU'C 60.00 12.50 20.69 30.00 12.00 17.14 10.00 9 .09 9.52 0 .00 0.00 

flIIUfI.,c'f.I1:r 100.00 9.43 17.24 70.00 9.72 17.07 60.00 27.27 37 .50 40.00 25 .00 30.77 
)1-""1.' 53 .S5 89.74 67.31 38.46 96.15 54.95 24.62 100.00 39.51 12.31 100.00 21.92 
'PA;J' 100.00 36.36 53.33 75.00 75.00 75.00 50.00 66.67 57 .14 50.00 100.00 66.67 
'/rnC 26.67 100.00 42.11 26.67 100.00 42 .11 26. 67 100.00 42.11 26.67 100.00 42.11 
), 'IC 28.57 10. 53 15.38 28.57 28.57 28.57 14.29 100.00 25.00 14.29 100.00 25.00 

),.·}·N~· J· 76.92 20.83 32.79 46,15 40.00 42.86 38.46 83.33 5 2.63 30.77 80.00 44.44 
lIfJfl ' I ' P,~'C 93 .18 52.56 67.21 63 .64 66.67 65.12 40.91 69.23 51.43 27 .27 80.00 40.68 
II'J.'LM;C 20.00 4.76 7 .69 20.00 16.67 18.18 20.00 50.00 28.57 20.00 100.00 33.33 
)d l 'j' '''1. 80.00 4255 55 .56 36.00 52.94 42.86 24 .00 85.71 37.50 12.00 10000 21.43 
"'J7illJ' 50.00 59.38 54.29 36.84 73.68 49.12 21 .05 80.00 33 .33 21 ,05 88.89 34.04 

·)·ruc·)· 87 .50 29.17 43 .75 75 .00 46. 15 57.14 75 .00 60.00 66.67 62.50 100.00 76 ,92 
IJI/r·/·7;·' '1·· 80 .00 28.57 42.11 46.67 38.89 42.42 13.33 50.00 21.05 13.33 66.67 22.22 

O)l,l:,fl 80.00 11.76 20. 51 80.00 26.67 40.00 20.00 25.00 22.22 20.00 100.00 33 .33 
'VI"'I 43.48 66.67 52.63 39. 13 90.00 54.55 26.09 100.00 41. 38 17.39 100.00 29.63 
m·fl'"}' 36.11 100.00 53.06 18.06 100.00 30.59 8.33 100.00 15.38 5.56 100.00 10.53 

UfI"l t !! 100.00 15.46 26.79 100.00 21.43 35 .29 86.67 36.11 50.98 46.67 41.18 43.75 
hl,:t.\ 46.43 65.00 54.17 35.7 1 100.00 52.63 25 .00 100 00 40.00 21.43 10000 35.29 

Average 68.66 46.15 55.20 54.33 59,06 56.60 40.71 70.18 51.53 30.65 84 .11 44.92 
Table 4.7: F-Measure EuclIdean Slnllianty for parallel bar vert ical hne feature extr·actron. 
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The composite F-measure of recall and precision are presented in table 4.9 for Cosine 
similarity measure of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction. 

Threshold 0 .92 Threshold 0.94 Threshold 0.96 Threshold=O.98 

Query Text ;t. 8 
~~ • ;t. 8 tc • ~ .~ * 1." ]# ;t. 'a : ~ * ;t. ] :g # 1." " " 

~ 
~ " 

~ " ~ 

" ~ " ~ 

1,}'.I1 100.00 2.38 4.65 100.00 3. 13 6.06 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 '~(7I"l' 71.43 86.96 78.43 35 .71 76.92 48.78 10.11 100.00 19.35 3.57 100.00 6.90 1,'1' 1: 86. 11 92 .54 89.21 75.00 93. 10 83.08 52.78 95.00 67 .86 8.33 100.00 15.38 "l,C"'U' 16.22 100.00 27.91 13 .51 100.00 13.81 8. 11 100.00 15.00 1.35 100.00 2.67 V·nn/ P l.) . 95.S9 6] .11 76.02 85 .29 78.38 81.69 72.06 94.23 81.67 44 . 12 96.77 60.61 h tlP, .... 51.92 67,50 58.70 46.15 75.00 57.14 11.54 85.71 20.34 1.92 100.00 3.77 WH, 50.00 10.00 16.67 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .t. '}.{. }, 94.74 69.23 80.00 84 .21 72.73 78.05 52.63 69.77 60.00 3,5 1 50.00 6.56 11-1-'''1 85.00 37 .78 52.31 80.00 55.17 65.31 50.00 58.82 54.0S 10.00 66.67 17.39 (l.," '1:,·r, 100,00 4.55 8,70 100.00 7. 14 13.33 100.00 25.00 40.00 0.00 0.00 ulluot j' 97.73 53 .75 69.35 95 .45 60.00 73.68 79.55 57.38 66.67 22.73 90.91 36.36 ~?d'C 90.00 18.00 30,00 60.00 15.00 24.00 20.00 7. 14 10.53 10.00 20,00 13.33 I I/lUD·j'?,:r · 90.00 23.08 36.73 80.00 28.57 42.11 50.00 33.33 40 .00 20.00 33.33 :i5.00 h 'H'~' 73.85 90.57 81.36 56.92 88.10 69.16 29.23 90.48 44 ,19 3.08 100 ,00 5,97 'Ime 80.00 80.00 BO.OO 66.67 100.00 80.00 46.67 100,00 63.64 20.00 100.00 33.33 h'IC 85.71 13,04 22.64 57 .14 12.90 21.05 28.57 28.57 28.57 14.29 50.00 22.22 h: } 'j"A'J' 69.23 23 .68 35.29 6 1.54 27.59 38.10 30.77 30.77 30.77 0.00 0.00 uofl·I·.v,~'C 95.45 52.50 67.74 90.9 1 58,82 71.43 77.27 57.63 66.02 13.64 66.67 22.6<1 "'!.'1,M'C 60.00 4. 11 7.69 40.00 3. 17 5.B8 40.00 3,85 7.02 0.00 0,00 h,/I',''',. 76.00 38 .78 51.35 64 .00 45.71 53.33 24.00 54.55 33 .33 0.00 0.00 "'1l'j"7jJ' 84.21 45.71 59.26 78.95 47.62 59.41 63. 16 47.06 53.93 28 .95 47.83 36.07 ·h'''uc·l, 87.50 38.89 53.85 50.00 30.77 38,10 50.00 44.44 47.06 25 .00 100.00 40.00 0'(. .. 1.7," )"' 93 .33 25 .00 39.44 66.67 30.30 41.67 26.67 44.44 33.33 0.00 0.00 111,P,Jl 80.00 7. 14 13.11 40.DO 6.45 11,11 40.00 22.22 28.57 0.00 0.00 .~" .. '1 39. J3 64.29 48.65 30.43 70.00 42.42 21.74 62.50 32.26 21.74 83.33 34.48 (lI'fl ' I' 75.00 79.41 77.14 37.50 84.38 51.92 18.06 86.67 29.89 4. 17 100.00 ' .00 uo" l t y 100.DO 18.75 31.58 100.00 21.74 35.71 93.33 23.73 37.84 26.67 36.36 30.77 )I,,:{'\ 82.14 41 .07 54.76 64 .29 52.94 58.06 35.71 71.43 4 7.62 3.57 100.00 6.90 Average 78.94 44.71 57.0B 62.87 48.06 54,48 40.45 53.38 46.02 10.24 55.07 17.26 Table 4.9: F-Measure Cosme similanty for parallel bar vertJcallme feature ex tJ·actJoJl. 
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From the testing it can be seen that a threshold is set to decide whether word image is 

similar to the query word. The threshold is set at 0.024, 0.027, 0.030 and 0.033 for 

Euclidian similarity of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction; 0.92, 0.94, 0.96 and 

0.98 for cosine similarity of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction . 0.042, 0.043, 

0.044, and 0.045 are set for Euclidean similarity of Area based feature extraction. The 

comparison of the recalls and precisions is summarized in Tables 4.4, 4.6 and 4.8 

respectively. 

From the experiment, result obtained by assuming that Microsoft Vista text search 

retrieves documents that has the same word as the query, it can be seen that the 

average similarity measure obtained for each threshold is low. 

The average recall and precision for Euclidean similarity of the parallel bar vertical line 

feature extraction are 68.66% and 46.15% for threshold 0.033, 54.33% and 59.06% for 

threshold 0.030, 40.71% and 70.18% for threshold 0.027 and 30.65% and 84.11 % for 

threshold 0.024. 

For the cosine similarity measure of the parallel bar vertical line feature extraction, the 

average recall and precision values are 78 .94% and 44.71 % for threshold 0.92, 

62.87% and 4806% for threshold 0.94, 40.45% and 53.38% for threshold 0.96 and 

10.24% and 55.07% for threshold 0.98. 

Whereas for the Euclidean measure of area based feature extraction the average recall 

and precisions are 84.59% and 29.40% for threshold 0.045, 78.78% and 32.56% for 

threshold 0.044, 70.59% and 33.29% for threshold 0.043, and 59.14% and 35.00% for 

threshold 0.042 . 
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As a threshold value decreases for Euclidean measure the precision increase while the 

recall decreases. In case of cosine similarity measure the precision increases when 

the threshold va lue increases while recall decreases. 

Here it is easy to notice that, the results for some query words are very good while the 

results for some query words are poor, this may be the result of some noise and the 

assumption made, that the Microsoft Vista search is perfect. In general the proposed 

method can provide a good recall and precision for retrieving document images. 

Besides the precision and recall , the composite F measure is used to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed system. The results are shown in table 4.7, 4.9 and 4.11. 

It can be seen that the average F-measure is 55.20% for a threshold of 0.033, 56.60% 

for a threshold of 0.030, 51 .53% for a threshold of 0.027 and 44.92% for a threshold of 

0.024 for Euclidean measure of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction . 

The average F-measure is 57.08% for a threshold of 0.92 , 54.48% for a threshold of 

0.94, 46.02% for a threshold of 0.96 and 17.26% for threshold of 0.98 for cosine 

measure of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction. 

For area based Euclidean similarity measure the average F-measures are 43.64% for 

0.045 threshold , 46.07% for 0.044 threshold , 45.24% for 0.043 threshold and 43.98% 

for 0.042 threshold. 

If the purpose is retrieving only relevant document images, then the threshold 0.024 

should be used for Euclidean similarity measure of parallel bar vertica l line feature 

extraction, 0.98 threshold should be used for cosine similarity measure of the parallel 

bar vertical line feature extraction. Whereas for Area based featu re extraction of the 

Euclidean measure 0.042 should be used. On the contrary, if the goal is to retrieve as 
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many documents as possible then threshold va lue 0.033 for Euclidean measure of the 

parallel bar vertical line feature extraction , 0.92 for cosine measure of parallel bar 

vertical line feature extraction, and for Euclidean measure of area based feature 

extraction 0.045 can be used. 

It can be seen on the Tables 4.7, 4.9 and 4.1 1 that the highest average F value is 

56.60%, 57.08% and 46.07% for Euclidean measures of parallel bar vertical line 

feature extraction , cosine measures of parallel bar vertical line feature extraction and 

Euclidean measure of area based feature extraction for thresholds of 0.030, 0.92 and 

0.044 respectively This indicates that the threshold 0.030 of the Euclidean measure of 

the parallel bar vertical line feature extraction, 0.94 of the cosine measure parallel bar 

vertica l line feature extraction and 0.044 of the Euclidean measure of area based 

feature extraction are better threshold values that can give a good recall and precision. 

Comparing the two feature extraction methods that are parallel bar vertical line feature 

extraction and area based feature extraction, it can be easily concluded that the 

parallel bar feature extraction method gives a better recall, precision and F-values. 

With the same analogy of the experiment made, the Euclidean measure gives a better 

result than that of the cosine similarity measure. 

Since the Euclidean similarity measure of the parallel bar vertical line feature extraction 

gives a better result and threshold 0.30 is chosen as the good threshold value, the 

Mean Average Precision is calculated for the threshold value of 0.30 of the Euclidean 

similarity measure of the parallel bar vertical line extraction method. 

According to iProspect (2008) 68% of search engine users click a search result with in 

the first page of the result and most web search engines display 10 results per page, 

here the number of k retrieved documents that the users are interested are believed to 
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be 10 and the Precision@ 10 ca lculated for the system assumes only on the first 10 

results of the retrieved documents. 

The result for the precision in the 10 first documents (for each query and the average 

over all the queries) is shown in Table 4.12 

Query Text Mean AveraQe Precision 
~,F.I\ 17% 
ooooty 98% 
cnh 100% 
~-}6,'b 79% 
~,ci-';.II 77% 
ooT'lP'-}' 100% 
fM::"'1.Y 100% 
~, 'PJ'.' 100% 
'too-}· 95% 
1mC 100% 
~,1C 23% 
ooO-I'.IIY;C 79% 
~,-}<f>t'I 100% 
1J1'l00·Y9>··f 20% 
M_-/'C 77% 
h-I''''1 97% 
f'I."'1:H 100% 
h.-}-(>' )!,·y 81% 
"'1.'I.Il'/; C 100% 
~,Jl ~o "'1. 67% 
"'1 i'ji'j Y 90% 
-},?OUC·}· 93% 
lJ.I t· ./. '1' "': 69% 
Oh.ll.O 24% 
't1l"'1 100% 
roNl' 100% 
OO"fty 100% 
h<j:A 100% 
AveraQe 82% 

Table 4.12 Performance Measure Mean Avera ge Precision 

As it can be seen in Table 4.12, from the 28 queries 12 of them have a 100 percent R-

Precision result and 4 queries give a R-Precision result of less than 30 percent, with a 
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minimum R-Precision of 17 percent for the query word "M'.I\" which only occurs in 

one document image with a frequency of 1. The average R-Precision result ca lculated 

from the 28 queries is 82 percent. Hence, it can be concluded that the system is 

effective in retrieving relevant documents. 

During experimentation the average processing time for preparing a one-page 

document image into vector form took 8 seconds for parallel bar vertical line feature 

extraction and 10 seconds for area based feature extraction. While for searching word 

images from the prepared vector took an average time of less than a second for a 

page. For comparison purpose the processing time for two collections of document 

images is shown in table 4.13. 

Feature Number of Number of Number of words Processing Time 
Extract ion Documents Pages 

Document Preparat ion Searching 

Vertica l Bar 74 246 54 198 28 m in ules 32 seconds 16 seconds 
Based 109238 

12 1 483 59 m inules 53 seconds 22 seconds 
246 54198 

Arca Based 74 49 minutes 12 seconds 18 seconds 
483 109238 

12 1 68 minutes 4 seconds 27 seconds 
T~lb lc 4. 13Thc proccssmg tIme 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1. Conclusion 

In this research we propose an approach to search the user specified words from 

Amharic document images, without the requirement of character recognition. After 

segmenting document images to a word level , features, vertical bar patterns and 

area based features are extracted from word images and form the document vector. 

Document sim ilarity is calculated by finding the minimum distance for the case of 

Euclidian similarity measure and a scalar product of the two vectors for Cosine 

similarity. Experiment using 121 documents that have 483 number of pages and 

109, 238 number of words is conducted. The experimental results confirmed the 

va lidity of the model for retrieving relevant document images from the collection of 

document images. The proposed system is suitable for retrieving documents in 

language with no OCR, including Amharic. 

The objective of this research is to design a system for the retrieval of Amharic 

document images in different organizations that have a huge collection of hard copy 

documents. 

The Strength of this research 

• During segmentation this system implements a way of considering character 

spaces and word space to differentiate one word with the other. 

• The remova l of punctuation marks and stop words from the system is 

implemented to some extent by considering the length and height of the word. 
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• The proposed system incorporates a suffix removal mechanism at the time of 

feature matching by considering the length of the query and image words. 

This is implemented in such a way that, the system first considers the words 

length and make a comparison on the bases of the shortest word. For 

example if the query text is "<TD<TDt)'fP'·}:" and the word image found in the 

document is "<TD<TDt)''' the system first compare the two word lengths and by 

taking the word in the image document it will match the features. The word in 

the document image matches the first four characters of the query word and 

the system reports that it found the similar word by not considering the 

remaining characters of the query word . 

• This system is less susceptible to spelling errors; compared to Microsoft Vista 

search this is because it ca lcu lates the similarity based on the vector values 

and these values give a good matching result for similar words because they 

do not consider characters. For example if the query word is " <TD{I./.P' .~.C" 

and the word found in the document image is " <TD{I./.P,?:,C" the system will 

retrieve the document image based on the supplied query. Whereas, in the 

case of Microsoft Vista search, the document will not be retrieved. 

• The system ranks retrieved documents using the frequency of the word image 

in a document image. 

• This research utilize, recall , precision, F-measure and R-precis ion techniques 

to evaluate the proposed system. 
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The weak points of this research 

• The Binerization mechanism that has been implemented chooses a fi xed 

threshold selection method and the threshold is set to 128 in the scale of 0-

255. This threshold may not work with document images that are damaged or 

have blurred words. 

• If the image document segmented has a full justification , that alien 's text to 

both the right and left margins by adding extra 'space, the Amharic characters 

in a word can be printed out with extra space like "00 {] , " -'l ,v, C" 

in between each character. The system considers each character that has an 

extra space in between as a word . 

• Even if the system removes to some extent punctuation marks and stop 

words, a lot should be done on considering the removal of these items from 

the document image. 

• The suffix removal in the system is in its infant stage and the system does not 

incorporate infix and prefix removal from the image words. 

• The system does not incorporate a spell checking procedure, despite its 

capability of finding documents wi th slight spelling errors; the documents 

should be checked for spelling errors to increase the retrieval performance. 

• Same Amharic words like oo'}'?{]-}' and oo'},? P'1' have the same meaning 

but this research do not include a mechanism to consider these words as a 

one word. 

• The ranking done does not consider the volume of the document. 
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Based on the experimental results and the techniques used in the system, the 

following recommendations are suggested to show the areas that need further 

research . 

5.2. Recommendations 

• On the present research an experiment is conducted on limited collection of 

document images. Future research needs to investigate on different 

documents taken from news papers, magazines, poor quality and hand 

written documents. 

• Affix , infix and suffix removal should be considered for future work. 

• Matching variant words in Amharic is necessary as they have the same 

meaning with the stem. Hence a matching procedure should be designed that 

considers these words as a one word 

• A technique should be incorporated to detect the format of the word images 

like Bold , underlined, italic, bulleted , numbered, words in tables, etc 

• Pre- processing techniques like noise removal , font resizing, font conversion 

helps to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the system. 

Incorporating these systems will increase the performance of the proposed 

retrieval system. 

• This research focuses on document image retrieval given a simple word 

query. The researcher recommends continuing this research so that the 

retrieval system uses multiple word queries by incorporating logical 

statements. 
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• To increase the performance of the system by decreasing the search time it is 

good if the word images are clustered and indexed using an efficient indexing 

structure. 

• For future research it is a good idea to incorporate document ranking by 

considering the term frequency over inverse document frequency tflidf. 

In general the proposed system is suitable for Amharic document image retrieval and 

by conducting more research in the area of interest it is possible to develop a real 

system that can work. The development of such system will enhance the availability 

of documents especially document images in digital form and alleviate the current 

problems of document image retrieval. 
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Appendices 1 

package imagedocument; 
/' 
* Image lnterface.java , 

Java Implementation 

, Created on Apr 8, 2009, 5: 1 0: 16 I'M 
' / 

/" , 
* @author Mesfin , 
' / 

import java.a\vt.event.ActionEvent; 
im port java. a \vl.event.A c li on Listener; 
import java. iO.8ufferedWriter. *; 
import javax.ll1cdia.jai. *; 
import java. uti!. *; 
import java.awL image.8uffcrcdJ mage. *; 
import java.awt.image. *; 
import java. awL *; 
import java.io. *; 
import javax. media.jai . Plan ar I mage; 
im port javax .5 wi ng. GroupLayout; 
im port ja vax .swing. GroupLayoul. A [ignment; 
im port ja vax.swing.JB utton; 
import javax.swing,J Label ; 
import javax.swing. JOption Pane. *; 
im port ja vax.s \-ving.J T oggleB utton; 
im port javax.s wing. SwingConstants; 
import javax.svving. WindowConstants; 

public class Imagelnterface extends javax.swing..lFrame { 

int width , height , nband s = 0; 
int widthQ, heightQ; 
int dataStart = 0; 
int dataEnd ~ 0; 
int border = 0 ; 
int con taint = 0; 
int Lnumber = 0; 
int count = 0; 
int count I = 0; 
int wstart = 0; 
int wend = 0; 
int wdatastart 1 = 0; 
int vdatastart l = 0; 
int wdataend I = 0; 
int vdataend I = 0; 
int wborderstart l = 0; 
int vborderstart I = 0; 
int wborderend I = 0 ; 
int vborderend I = 0; 
int pixelValT = 0; 
int word posT = 0; 
int pixelValM = 0; 
int word posM = 0; 
int pixelValS = 0; 
int wordposS = 0; 



inl pixel ValL = 0; 
int wordposL = 0; 
int nbandsQ ~ 0; 
int w = 0; 
int h = 0; 
int hQ ~ O; 

int hordataEnd = 0; 
int hordataStart = 0; 
int pixelaverage = 0; 
int pixela verageQ = 0; 
int[] pixel ~ new int[nbands]; 
int[] pixelQ ~ new int[nbandsQJ; 
Print Writer pwvb; 
Print Writer pwwb; 
Print Write r pw; 
Print Write r pwwv; 
FileWriter fw; 
Print Wri ter pwwbQ; 
PrintWriter pwvbQ; 
Print Writer pwQ; 
Print Writer pwwvQ; 
String linev = null ; 
String line3 ; 
String line = ""; 
Vcctor<Slring> line2 = new Vector<String>(2, 2); 
Vector<String> line4 = new Vector<String>(2, 2); 
Vector VlinepixVal = new VcctorO; 
File fileRend = new File("newimuge3.jpg"); 
File i mageDir = new File("C:/ U serS/Mesfi nlDcsktop/NetBelimageAccess/distlScanned/ Final"); 
File image; 
File Vector; 
File imagcQuery = fileR end; 
String ImagenameQ ~ imageQuery.get Path(); 
Planarlmage piQ ~ ! Al.create("fileload", ImagenamcQ); 
SampleModel smQ ~ piQ.getSampleModel(); 

IrnageAccessMethod AllMethods = new [magcAccessMethodO; 
TexlRendering RenderingMcthods = new TextRendcringO; 
1** Creates new form Imagelnterface *1 
public ImagelnterfaceO ( 

in i tCom poncntsO; 

QucstionLabel ~ nelV !Label(); 
Rcterieva lBuiton = new JBuitonO; 
ChangeButlon ~ new JToggle Button(); 
set De rau l tCloseOperatio n( W i ndowConstants. E X IT _ON_CLOSE); 
setBounds(new Rectangle(400, 400, 200, 200»; 
QuestionLabel.setFont(new Font("Times New Roman". I. 14)); 
Questio n Label.set HorizontalA 1 ignment(S wi ngConstant s. CE NTER); 
QuestionLabel.setText("What Do You Want To Do ?"): 
Reterieva lButton.setFont(new Font{"Times New Roman". O. 12)): 
RetericvaIButton.sctText(" Prepare Document For Rcterieval" ); 
ReterievaIButton.addActionListener(ncw ActionListenerO { 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) { 
Rete ri cval B uttonA Cl i on Perf orrn ed( evt) ; 

} 
}); 
ChangeButton.setFont(new Font("Timcs New Roman". 0, 12)); 
ChangeButton .setText("Search for a Document "); 
ChangcBunon.addActionListener(new AClionListc ncrO { 



public int getValueZ(int z) ( 
z = z + 1; 
return z; 

private void ChangeButtonActionPerformed(AclionEvent evt) { 
showWindovvRend AppWindowRend = new showWindowRcnd(); 
AppWindowRcnd.showWindowRendO; 

public static vo id main(Slring args[]) { 
try { 

java,awLEventQucue.invokeLater(ncw RunnableO { 
public vo id runO ( 

l 
l); 

new I mage! nterfaceO.sctV isible(truc); 

l catch (Exception e) ( 
System. out. pri ntl n( c.getMessageO. toStringO); 

II Variab les declarat ion ~ do not modi fy 
JTogglcl3utton ChangcButton; 
JLabel QuestionLabc l; 
JButton Reter ie va lButton; 
II End of variables dcclaratio n 

class showW indowRend { 

public vo id s howWindowRendO { 
TcxtRendcring IntcrfaceRend = new Tcx tRenderingO; 
InterfaceRcnd .sct Vi sible(true); 

package irnagedocument; 

'" • 
• @author Mesfin 

" 
im port java. io.BufferedWriter. ·; 
import java. uti l. *; 
import java.awt.image. BufferedI mage. *; 
import java.awt.image.·; 
import java.io. *; 

import javax .media.jai . PlanarI mage; 
im port javax.mcdia.j ai. i lerat or .Ran dom I tel'; 
i III port javax. mcdia.jai. i tcrat or. Ran dom I tel' Factory ; 
import j avax.swing.J OptionPane. *; 

public class ImageAcccssMcthod { 
publi c vo id pri ntpixe l(Planar lmage pi: int h, int heigh t, int w, inl wid th. 

inl pixelaverage . PrinlWri tcr pw, SamplcModeI sm. FileWriter fw) { 
try ( 

fw =: new File Writer("mydata.txt". true); 
pw = new PrintWriter(f\v); 
height ~ pi.get HeightO; 
width ~ pi.getWidthO: 
jill nbands = sm .getNum Bands(); 



int[] pixel == neVi inllnbands ]; 

/I Gel an iterator for the image. 

Randomltcr iterato!" == RandomilcrFactory.create(pi. null); 

for (h = 0; h < he igh l; h++) { 

for (w == 0; \V < width; w++) { 

II Get the array of values for the pixel on the w.h coordinate. 

iterator.gctPixel(w, h, pixel); 

pixelaverage == 0; 

II } 
for (int band = 0; band < nbands; band++) { 

pixelaverage == pixc ll.band] + pi xelavcrage; 

if(pixelaverage I nbands < 128) { 

pw.pri nt("O"); 

} else ( 
pw.print(" "); 

plV.prinllnO; 

} 
plV.OushO; 

pw.cJoseO; 

} calch (Excepl ion e) ( 

Syslem. out. pri nIl n( e.gelM essageO.loSlringO); 

public void i-iorhord(Planarimage pi , inl h, int height, int \\', int width. 

int pixeiaverage. int nbands, int[] pixel, SarnpleModel sm) { 

lry ( 
FilcWriter fwhb == new FileWriter("border.txt"); 

PrintWriter pwhb == new PrintW riter(fwhb); 

nbands == sm.gctN umBandsO; 

pixel == new int[nbands]; 

heigh I = pi.geIHeighIO ; 

w idlh = pi.geIWidlhO; 

Random Iter iterator = RandomlterFactory.create(pi. null); 

for (h = 0; h < height; h++) { 

for (w = 0; \\' < width; w++) { 

II Get the array of values for the pixel on the w.h coordinate. 

iteratoLgetPixel(w, h, pixel); 

pixclaverage = 0; 

for (inl band = 0; band < nbands; band++) ( 

pixel average = pixe l[bandJ + pixelaverage; 

if(pixe laverage I nbands < 128) ( 

pwhb.prinlln("D" + h): 

break; 

if (pixeJaverage I nbands > 128) ( 

pwhb.prinl ln("8 " + h); 

pwhb.OushO; 

pwhb.cJoseO; 

} calch (Exceplion e) { 



• 

e.getMessage() .toString() ; 

public vo id VerBord( int h, int hei gh t, int w, int w idth, int p ixc lavcragc, 

int nbands. iill[] pixe l, Planarlmage pi , SamplcModel sm . Print Wr iter pwvb. PrintWriter pwwb) { 

try { 
int dataStart = 0; 

inl dataEnd := 0 ; 

int border = 0; 

int contain! = 0; 

int Lnumber = 0; 

int count := 0; 

int count I = 0; 

int wstal1 := 0; 

inl wend = 0; 

int wdatastart I = 0; 

illt vdatastart I = 0; 

int wdatacnd 1 = 0 ; 

int vdataend 1 = 0; 

int wborderstart I = 0; 

int vbordcrs tart 1 = 0; 

int wberdefend I = 0; 

int vborderend 1 = 0 ; 

Stri ng line = ""; 

DataStartEnd(pi, line, dataStarl, data End, border, containl, Lnumber, width, 

pixcJavcrage. nbands, count. wend, count! J wstart, pixel, w. h, pwvb); 

WordBorder(wdatastart I, vdatas tartl. wdatacnd I, vdataend 1, wburderstart l , vborderstart 1 . 

wborderend I, vborderend I , pwwb); 

} catch (Excep tion e) { 

System. out.pri ntl n( e.getCau seO); 

public void DataSta nEnd(Planarimage pi , String line. int dataStart, int data End, 

int border, int containt, int Lnumber, int width , 

int pixe laverage, int nbands . int count, int wend, int count I , 

int \Vs tan , int[J pixel , int w, int h, PrintWriter pwvb) { 

try { 
Fi leWritcr fwvb = new FilcWriter("HorizontaIBord.txt"); 

pwvb = new PrintWrit er(fwvb); 

BuITeredReader input = new BufferedRcader(new File Reader("border.txt"» ; 

VeclOr<String> line2 = ne w Vecto r<String>(2. 2); 

while ((line ~ input.readLine()) I ~ null ) { 

I ine2 .addEle ment(l i ne) ; 

for (int i ~ 0: i < (li ne2.s izeO - I); i++) { 

if (line2.clementAt(i).charAt(0) ~~ line2.e lementAt( i + I ).charAt(O» { 

continue; 

while (line2.elementAt(i ) .con tains{"B")) { 

Str ing [! data ~ I ine2.elementAt(i).split(" "); 

Lnumber ~ I nteger.parse l n,(data[ I]) ; 

border = Lnumber: 



i++; 

dataStan ~ (border + I); 
whi le ( line2.elementAt(i).contains(" D") { 

Stringll data ~ line2.elementAt(i).sp li t(" "); 
Lnumber = Integer.parsel nt( data[ 1 J); 
containt = Lnumbcr; 
i++; 

dataEnd = containt; 
PrintStartEnd(pi, dataStart, dataEnd, width, pixelavcrage, nbands. 

count, wend, count I , wstart. pixel. w. h, pwvb); 

input.closeO; 
pwvb. nushO; 
pwvb.closeO; 

} catch (Exception e) { 
System. out. pri ntl n( e.getMessage()); 

public void PrintStartEnd(Planarlmage pi. int dataStart, int dataEnd. int width. 
int pixel average, int nbands, int count, int wend, illl count I , 
int wstart, int[J pixel. int w, int h. PrintWritcr pwvb) { 

try { 
Fi leWriter fwvb = new FileWrilcr(" HorizontaIBord.txt" , true); 
pwvb = new PrintWriter(fwvb); 
SampleModcl Sill ~ pi.getSampleModeIO; 
nbands = sm.gctNumBandsO; 
pixel = new int[nbandsJ; 
Random Iter itcrator = RandomlterFactory.crcate(pi , null); 
width ~ pi.get WidthO; 
for (w = 0; w < width; w++) { 

for (h ~ dataStart; h < dataEnd; h++) { 

II Get the array of values for the pixel on the w,h coordi nate. 
iteraLOr.getPixel(w, h, pixel); 
pixelavcrage = 0; 
II } 
for (int band ~ 0; band < nbands; band++) { 

pixelaverage = pixellband] + pixelavcrage; 

if(pixelaverage I nbands < 128) { 
count = 0; 
wend = w; 
count I ++; 
break; 

if(pixelaverage I nbands > 128) { 
count++; 
count I = 0; 

if (count < (dataEnd - dataStart) 1 3 && w < (dataE nd - dataStart) 13 && count I ~~ 0) { 
wstart = w; 

} else if(count < (data End - dataStart) 13) { 
wstart = w + count; 

} else { 
wstart = w: 

I 
J 



} 

if (count >~ (dataE nd - dataStart) 1 3) { 

pwvb.println("B." + wend + "," + dataStart + "," + (wstart) + "," + d ataEnd); 

} e lse if (c ount < (dataEnd - data Start) 13 && II' < (dataEnd - dataStart) 1 3 && count I ~~ 0) { 

pwvb.print ln("B," + wend + "," + dataStarl + "," + (wstart) + "," + d ataEnd); 

} else i r (counti ! ~ 0) { 

pwvb.println(" D," + wstarl + "," + dataStart + "." + wend + "," + dataEnd); 

pwvb. nushO; 
pwvb.eloseO; 

} catch (Excepti on e) { 

System. oUl.pri ntl n( e.getMessageO); 

public void WordBorder(int wdatastarll , int vdalastart I, int wdataend 1, 

int vdataendl . int wborderstarll. int vborderstart l . int wbordcrendl. int vbo rdcrend 1, Print Writer pwwb) 

try { 
FileWriter fwwb = new FileWritcr("wordborder.txt" ); 

pwwb = new PrintWritcr(fwwb); 
BufferedReader inputv = new BufrcredReadcr(ncw FileReader(" HorizontaI Bord.txt"»; 

String line v = null; 
Vcctor<String> li ne2 = new Vector<String>(2. 2); 

wh ile ((I inev ~ inputv.readLineOl ! ~ nu ll ) { 

I ine2.addElemcnt( I i nev); 

for (int i ~ 0; ; <: ( linc2 .sizcO - I); i++) { 

if(line2.eleme ntAt(i).charAt(O) ~~ li ne2.elementAt(i + 1).charAt(O)) { 

cont inue; 

while (line2.elementAt(i).contains(" B")) { 

String[] data l ~ line2.elementAt(i).split(". ") ; 

\vborderstart 1 = Integer.parselnt(data I [I ]); 

vborderstart I ~ I nteger.parsc lnt( data I [2]); 

wborderend I ~ Integer.parselnt( data 1[3]); 

vborderend I ~ I nteger.parse lnt( data 1[4]); 

i++; 

while (line2.clementAt(i).contai ns(" O")) { 

St ring[] data l ~ line2.elementAt(i).split(","); 

wdatastart I ~ I ntcger.parse lnt( data I [ I]) ; 

vdatastart I = Integer.parse l nt( data I [2]) ; 

wdataend I ~ Integer. parselnt(data I [3]); 

vdataend I ~ I ntegcr.parse l nt(data 1[4]); 

i++; 

if (wdataend I - wborderend 1 > 20 && vdataend I-vdatastart 1> 10) { 

pwwb.prinlln("C." + (wbordercnd I + I) + "." + 

(vdatastartl ) + "." + v.'dataend l + "." + vdatacndl ); 

inputv.closeO; 
pwwb. nushO; 
pwwb.closeO: 

} catch (Exception e) { 

System . oul. pri ntl n( e.getCau seO); 



public void Printlmage lnfo(Planarimage pi. SampJeModel sm. int width. int height. PrintWri ter pw, File 

image, FileWriter fw) { 
try { 

/I create the file called "Mydata.txt" and "border.txt" for writing the outputs 

fw = ncw FileWriter("mydata.txt") ; 

pw = new PrintWriter(fw); 

pw.println(" lmage fil e size: " + image.lenglhO + " bytes. "); 

System.out.println(" l mage file size:" + image.lengthO +" bytes. "); 

pw.println(" Dimensions "); 

System.ouLprint(" Dimensions "); 

plV.lVrite(pi.get WidthO + " X " + pi.getl-leightO + " pixels. ") ; 

System.out.print(p i.getWidthO + " X" + pi.get l-leightO + " pixels. "): 

plV.print("( from" + pi.getMinXO + "." + pi.getMinYO + " to" + 

(pi.gctMax XO - I) + ", " + (pi.getMax yo - I) + ")"); 

System.out.print("( from" + pi.getMinXO + ", " + pi.getMinYO + " to" + 

(pi.getMaxXO - I) + ". " + (pi.getMaxYO - I) + ")") ; 

System.ouLprinlln(" N umber of bands: " + sm. gelNumBandsO); 

pw.println(" Number of bands: "+ sm.gctNumBandsO); 

pw.printlnO; 

pw.flushO; 
pw.cioscO; 
System. out. pri ntl nO; 

) catch (Except ion e) { 

e.getMessageO; 

public void CornerReader(Planari mage pi, int w. inl h. Sal11pleModel sm. 

inl pixelaverage. PrintWriter pwwv. String Imagenamc, int ZZ, File Vector) { 

try { 
String line3 ; 

BuffcredRcader inputB = new BuffcredReadcr(new FileReader("wordborder.t xt")); 

VeclOr<String> line4 = new Vector<String> (2. 2); 

IVh ile ((Iine3 ~ inputB.readLine()) ! ~ nUll) ( 

Ii ne4 .addEle ment(l i ne3); 

System. out. pri nt( J i ne4); 

for (int m ~ 0; m < (linc4.sizeO); m++) { 

String(] data2 ~ line4.clementAt(m).split("."); 

int leftCorner ~ I nteger.parse lnt( data2[ I J); 

inl topCorner ~ IntegcLparse lnl(dala2[2]); 

inl rightCorner = I nteger.parse I nt(data2[3]); 

int bottom Corner = Intcger.parselnt(data2[4]) ; 

RawPartitioning(pi. w. h. topCorner, bottom Corner. leftComer. 

rightCorner. sm. pixelaverage. pwwv, Imagcname. ZZ, Vector) ; 

inputB.cioseO ; 

} catch (Exception e) { 

System. out. pri ntl n( e.gelMcssageO): 

public void RawPartitioning(Planarlmage pi. int w. int h. int topComer. int bottom Corner. int leftCorncr. 

inl right Corner. SampleM odel sm. int pixe l average. Print Writer pwwv. String Imagename. int ZZ, File 

Vector) { 



try { 
FilcWriter [wwv = new FileWriter("C:lImageVcctorl"+ Vcclor.getNameO.replaceAII(".jpg". ".lx1"),tl"uc); 

pvvwv = new PrintWriter(fwwv); 

Vector V linepixVal = new VeetorO; 

int boundgap = (boltomCorner - tape arneI') 13; 

int top bound = (apeomer + boundgap; 

int midbound = top bound + boundgap; 

int bottom bound = midbound + boundgap; 

int cou ntTotal = 0; 

int countT, countM, countB. countL == 0; 

int nbands = sm.getNumBandsO; 

int[] pixe l ~ new int[nbands]; 

Random lter iterator = RandomlterFactory.create(pi , null ); 

for (w = leftCorncr; w < righlCorn er; w++) { 

countT = 0; 

countM = 0; 

countB = 0; 

countL = 0; 
int pixclValT = 0: 

int wordposT = 0 ; 

int pixclValM = 0; 

int wordposM = 0; 

int pixelValB = 0; 

int wordposB = 0; 

int pixelValL = 0 ; 

in t wordposL = 0; 

for (h ~ topCorner; h < top bound; h++) { 

iterator.getP ixcl(w, h, pixel) ; 

pixelaverage = 0; 

ror (int band ~ 0; band < nbands; band++) { 

pixelaverage = pixel(band] + pixelaverage: 

if(pixclavcragc I nbands < 128) { 

pixcIVaIT++;// = pixelValT + word posT; 

countT++: 

for (h ~ topbound; h < midbollnd; h++) ( 

iterat or.getPixel(w, h, pixel); 

pixelaverage = 0; 

ror ( int band ~ 0; band < nbands; band++) ( 

pixelaverage = pixel[band] + pixclaverage; 

if(pixelaveragc I nbands < 128) { 

p i xeIVa I M++;//~ pixelValM + wordposM; 

countM++; 

for (h ~ midbound; h < botlombound; h++) { 

iterator.gctPixel(w. h, pixel); 

pixel average = 0; 

for (int band ~ 0; band < nbands; band++) { 

pixel average = pixel (band] + pixelaverage; 

if (pixelaverage I nbands < 128) { 

pixeIValB++:II ~ p ixelValB + lVordpos B: 

countB++; 

for (h = bottom bound; h < botlomCorner; h++) { 



iterator.getP ixel(w. h, pixel); 

pixelaverage = 0: 

for (int band ~ 0: band < nbands; band++) { 

pixelaveragc = pixel[band] + pixelaverage; 

if (pixelaverage / nbands < 128) { 

pixel Val L++; 

count L++; 

countTotal = coun tT + (countM * 2) + (countB * 3) + (countL • 4); 

noat VlineVal ~ ( noat) (p ixelValL' 4 + pixelValB'3 + pixelValM'2 + pixelValT) / countTo,al; 

V I i nepix Va l. add Ele men'(V li ne Val); 

for (in' k ~ 0; k < VlinepixVal.s ize(): k++) { 

pwwv. print(VlinepixVal.elcmentAt(k) + "."); 

pwwv.printlnO; 

pwwv.fiushO; 

P\v\vv.c1oseO; 

} catch (Exception e) { 

Sys'em.ol1l.prin,ln(e.ge,Messagc()); 

package imagedocument; 

/" , 
• @author Mcsfin 

' / 
import java.io.Buffered Writer. .; 

import java. uti !.·; 

import java.awt.image. Bufferedlmage.·; 

im port java.awt.imagc .• ; 

import java. io.·; 

import javax.media.jai.Plan ar l mage; 

import javax .media.jai. i terator .Random I tel'; 

im port ja vax. media.jai. i terat or .Random I terFactory: 

import javax.swing.JOptionPane.·: 

public class QueryAccessMethod { 

File Image Vector; 

File Vecto rValue; 

public void HorbordQ(Planar lmage piQ. int hQ. int heightQ. int wQ. int widt hQ. 

in l pixelaveragcQ, SampleModel sm Q. PrinlWri ter pwwbQ. in l hordataStm1. int hordataEnd. int vdatas. 

int vdataend. Print Writer pwwvQ. String ImagcnamcQ) { 

try { 
FileWritcr fwwbQ = new FileWriter{"wordborderQ.lxtn

); 

pwwbQ = new PrintWritcr(fw\vbQ); 

Fi leWriter fwwvQ = new FileWriter("wordval ueQ.txt"): 

pwwvQ = new PrintWriter(fwwvQ): 

int counthor = 0; 

int nbandsQ = sm Q.getNum BandsO: 

in'[] pixclQ ~ new in'[nbandsQ]; 



Randomlter iterator == Randorn lterFactory.create(piQ. null ); 

Vector<Str ing> horEndBorder = new Vcctor<String>(2. 2); 

for (hQ ~ 0; hQ < heightQ; hQ++) { 

for (wQ ~ 0; II'Q < widthQ; II'Q++) { 

II Get the array of values for the pixel on the w.h coordinate. 

ileralor.getP ixel(wQ, hQ. pixeIQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0; 

for (i nt bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixe laverageQ ~ pixeIQ[bandQ] + pi xelave ragcQ; 

if (pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

counth or++; 
break; 

if (counthor!~ 0) { 

horEndBorder.addElement("D." + hQ); 

} clse { 
horEndBorder.addElement("B," + hQ); 

counthor = 0; 

for (int i ~ 0; i <~ horEnd Border. sizcO; i++) { 

Systcm.out.println(horEndBorder.elcmcntAt(i»; 

if (horEndBordcr.clcmcntAt(i) .char At(O) ~~ horEnd Border.e1ementA t(i + I ).char At(O)) { 

continue; 

String[] dutnhor = horEnd Border.elcmcntAt(i).split(","); 

if(datahor[O].cquals("B")) { 

int dataS ~ I nteger.parsel nt«datahor[l])); 

hordataStart = d alaS + I; 

Systcm.out.println("Data Start" + (hordataStart)) ; 

} else if (datahor[O].cquals("D")) { 

hordataEnd ~ I nteger. parse lnt( dataho r[ I ]); 

Systcm.out.println(" DataEnd" + hordataEnd); 

} catch (Excep tion e) { 

e.get MessageO. toStri ngO; 

} 
VerBordQ(piQ, hQ, heightQ, hQ. lI' idthQ, pixelavcragcQ, sm Q, 

pwwbQ. hordataStart. hordataEnd, 

vdatas, vdatacnd, pwwvQ. ImagenamcQ); 

pub lic void VerBordQ( Planar lmage piQ, in l hQ. int heightQ, int wQ, int widthQ. 

int pixeJaverageQ, SamplcModel smQ. Pri ntWriter pwwbQ. 

int hordataStart. int hordataEnd, int vdatas. int vdataend . PrintWritcr pwwvQ, Stri ng imagenameQ) { 

try { 
int verdataStart = 0; 

int vcrdataE nd = 0; 

int countVer = 0; 

int countspace = 0; 

int countblank = 0; 

int cou ntspacerev = 0; 

int nbandsQ = smQ.getNum BandsO: 

int[] pixelQ ~ new int[nbandsQ]: 

Randomlter iterator = Random IterFactory.creatc(piQ. null): 

Vector<String> verEnd Border = new Vector<String>(2. 2); 

for (wQ ~ 0; II'Q < widthQ: \l'Q++) { 



For (hQ ~ hordataStart ; hQ < hordataEnd; hQ++) ( 

II Get the array of values for the pixel on the w,h coordinate. 

iterator.getPixel(wQ. hQ. pixeIQ); 

pixcla verageQ = 0; 

II } 
For (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) ( 

pixe laverageQ ~ pixelQlba ndQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

} 
if (pixelave rageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

/1 counts pace = 0; 

break; 

if(p ixelaverageQ I nbandsQ > 128) ( 

countspace++; 

vcrEndBorder.addElcment{"B," + wQ); 

} else ( 
1/ countspace = 0; 

verEnd Border.addElement(" D," + wQ); 

For (int i ~ 0; i < verEndBorder. sizeO; i++) ( 

System.out.println(vcrEndBorder.elcmentAt(i» ; 

p"'iwbQ.prinlln(verEndBorder.clemcntAt(i» ; 

} 
pwwbQ.nushO; 

pwwbQ.eloseO; 

DataStartEndQ(piQ, wQ, hQ, hordataStarl. hordataEnd. vdatas. 

vctalaend, smQ, pixelaverageQ. pwwvQ, ImagcnameQ); 

} catch (Except ion e) ( 

e.getMessageO ·taStringO; 

publ ic void DataStartEndQ(Planarimage piQ, int wQ. int hQ. int hordataStart, 

int hordataEnd, int vdatas, int vdataend. Sa mpleModei smQ, 

int pixelaverageQ, Pr in lWrilcr pwwvQ. String ImagenameQ) { 

int Lnumber = 0; 

int Lnumberrev = 0; 

int count = 0; 
int countrev = 0; 

try { 
String lineQ = "" ; 

BuFferedReader inputQ ~ new BulTeredReader(new FileReader("wardbarderQ.txt ")); 

Vector<String> lineQ2 = new Vector<String>(2, 2); 

whi le «lineQ ~ inputQ.readLineO) ! ~ null ) ( 

lineQ2.addElement(lineQ); 

illl countStart = 0; 

far (int i ~ 0; i < (lineQ2.s izeO - I); i++) { 

iF (lin eQ2.e lementAt(i).eharAt(0) ~~ lineQ2.elementAt(i + 1).eharAt(O) && 

li neQ2.elementAt(i).eontains("B")) ( 

count++; 
continue; 

if(countStart == i-count) { 

Lnumbcr = count; 

} else iF(eaunt > ( hardataEnd - hardataStart) 13 ) { 

String[] data ~ lineQ2.elementAt(i).split(".") ; 

Lnumber ~ I nteger.parsel nt( data[l j): 



coun t = 0; 

System. out. pri nll n( Ln um ber); 

int CountEnd ~ lineQ2.size() - I ; 

for(i nt i ~ lineQ2.sizeO - I; i > 0; i_o j { 

if (li neQ2.elelllentAt(i).charAt(0) ~~ lineQ2.e1emcntAt(i - 1).charA t(O) && 

lineQ2.ele mentAt(i).contains(" B")) { 

countrev++; 
continue; 

if (CountEnd == i + countrev) { 

IlLnumber ~ c ount;lineQ2.sizeO - I ) { 

Lnumberrev:= i;lllineQ2.sizeO - countrev; 

} else if (c ountrev > (hordataEnd - hordataStart) 13) { 

String(] data ~ lineQ2.elelllentAt(i) .split(" ,") ; 

Lnumberrev = I ntcgcr.parse lnt( data[ I ]); 

countrev = 0; 

vdatas = Lnumber + I; 

vdataend == Lnumberrev; 

System. out. printl n( Lnum berrev); 

RawPartilioningQ(piQ, wQ, hQ, hordataStart. hordataEnd, vdatas, vdataend, smQ. 

pixelaverageQ, pwwvQ, ImagenameQ); 

} catch (Exception e) { 

System. out. pri ntl n( e.getMessageO); 

public vo id RawParlitioningQ(Planarimage piQ, int wQ, int hQ, int hordataStart. 

int hordataEnd, int vdatas. int vdataend, SamplcModel smQ. 

int pixelaverageQ. Print Writer p .. vwvQ, String ImagenameQ) { 

try { 
FilcWriter fwwvQ = new FileWritcr("wordvalueQ.txt lt

) ; 

pwwvQ = new PrintW ri tcr(fwwvQ); 

Vector VlincpixValQ = new VectorO; 

int boundgapQ ~ (hordataEnd - hordataStart) 13; 

int topboundQ = hordataStarl + boundgapQ; 

int midboundQ ~ topboundQ + boundgapQ; 

int bottomboundQ = midboundQ + boundgapQ; 

int countTotalQ = 0; 

int countTQ, countMQ. countBQ, countLQ = 0; 

in t nbandsQ ~ sIllQ.getN umBandsO; 

int[] pixclQ ~ ne lV int[nbandsQ] ; 

Randamlter iteratar :; RandomltcrFactory.create(piQ. null); 

far (wQ = vdatas; wQ < vdatacnd; wQ++) { 

countTQ ~ 0; 

countMQ = 0; 
countBQ ~ 0; 

countLQ ~ 0; 

int pixelValT Q ~ 0: 

int wordposTQ = 0; 
int pixelValM Q ~ 0: 

int wordpasMQ = 0; 

int pixelValB Q ~ 0; 

int wardposBQ == 0; 
int pixelValLQ ~ 0; 

int wordposLQ = 0; 

fo r (hQ ~ ho rdataStart: hQ < topboundQ: hQ++) { 



} 

iterator.getPixe l(wQ. hQ. pixeIQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0; 
for (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelavcragcQ = pixeIQ[bandQ] + pixclavcrageQ; 

if(pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaITQ++; 

countTQ++; 

for (hQ ~ topbotindQ; hQ < midboundQ; hQ++) { 

iterator.getPixei(wQ. hQ. pixeIQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0; 

} 

1'01' ( int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelaverageQ ~ pixelQ[bandQI + pixelaverageQ; 

if (pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

IlwordposMQ ~ 2; 
pixeIVaIMQ++;11 ~ pixelValMQ + wordposMQ; 

countMQ++; 

for (hQ ~ midboundQ; hQ < bottomboundQ; hQ++) { 

iterator.getPixel(wQ. hQ. pixeIQ); 

} 

pixelavcrageQ = 0; 
for (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelaverageQ ~ pixeIQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

} 
if (pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaIBQ++; 

countBQ++; 

for (hQ ~ bottomboundQ; hQ < hordataEnd; hQ++) ( 

iterator.getPixel(wQ. hQ. pixeIQ); 

} 

pixelavcrageQ = 0; 
for (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nband sQ; bandQ++) ( 

pixelaverageQ ~ pixelQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

if(pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaI LQ++; 

countLQ++; 

cotintTotalQ ~ countTQ + (countMQ ' 2) + (countB Q ' 3) + (countLQ ' 4); 

Ooat VlineValQ ~ (float) (pixelValLQ'4 + pixelValBQ'3 + pixelValMQ'2 + pixelValTQ'I) I 

countTotalQ; 
V I i nepix ValQ .ad dElemen t( V I ine Val Q); 

} 
for (int k ~ 0; k < VlinepixValQ.sizeO - I: k++) { 

pwwvQ.print(VlinepixVaIQ.elementAt(k) + "."); 

pwwvQ.Oush() ; 

pwwvQ.close(); 
} catch (Exception e) { 

System. out. print I n( e.getMessageO): 



public vo id ColPartitioningQ(Planarlmage piQ. int wQ, int hQ. int hord ataStart. 

int hordataEnd, int vdatas, int vdataend, Sa mpleModel smQ. 

int pixelaverageQ, Print Writer pwwvQ, String ImagenameQ. Print Writer pwwhQ) { 

try { 
Fi leWriter fwwvQ = new Fi leWriter("wordval ueQv. txl"); 

pwwvQ = new PrintWritcr( fw\VvQ); 

FileWriter fwwhQ= new FileW riter("wordva lueQh.txt"): 

pwwhQ= new Print W riter(fwwhQ); 

Vecto r [J Vl incpixValQ ~ new Vector[2]; 

int boundgapQV ~ (hordataEnd - hordataStart) 1 3; 

in t boundgapQI-I~(vdataend- vdatas)/3; 

int topboundQV == hordataStart + boundgapQV; 

int le ftboundQ I-I~vdatas+boundgapQ I-I ; 

int midboundQV ~ topboundQV + boundgapQV; 

int midboundQH~ l c ftboundQI-I+boundgapQI-I ; 

int bottomboundQV ~ midboundQV + boundgapQV; 

int ri ghtboundQ I-I~midboundQI-I+boundgapQ I-I ; 

int countTotalQV = 0; 

int countTotaIQH=O; 

int cou ntTQV, countMQV, countBQV, countLQV = 0; 

int countLQI-I , countM LQI-I , countMRQI-I , countRQI-I ~ 0; 

int nbandsQ ~ smQ.getNum Bands(); 

int[J pixelQ ~ new in t[nbandsQ) ; 

Random Iter iterator = Random lterFactory.create( piQ, null); 

II For vertical vector 

for (wQ = vdatas: wQ < vdataend; wQ++) { 

countTQV ~ 0; 

countMQV ~ 0; 

countBQV ~ 0; 

countLQV ~ 0; 

int pixe lValTQV ~ 0; 

int wordposTQV = 0; 

int pixelValM QV ~ 0; 

int wordposMQV ~ 0; 

int pixeiValBQV ~ 0; 

in t wordposBQV ~ 0; 

int pixelValLQV ~ 0; 

int wordposLQ V == 0; 

fo r (hQ ~ hordataStart; hQ < topboundQV; hQ++) { 

iterator.getP ixel(wQ, hQ, pixeIQ); 

} 

pixe laverageQ = 0; 

for (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelaverageQ ~ pi xeIQ[ba ndQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

if (pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaITQV++: 

countTQV++; 

for (hQ ~ topboundQ V; hQ < midboundQV: hQ++) { 

itcratol'. gctPixel(wQ. hQ. pi xeIQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0: 

for (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelavcrageQ ~ pixelQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ: 

if(pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaIMQV++; 



countMQV++; 

} 
for (hQ = midboundQV ; hQ < botlomboundQV; hQ++) ( 

itcrator.get l)ixel(wQ, hQ, pixclQ); 

} 

pixelavcrageQ = 0; 
for (int bandQ = 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelaverageQ = pixeIQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

) 
if(pixe laverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixel VaIBQV++; 

countBQV++; 

for (hQ = bonomboundQV; hQ < hordataEnd; hQ++) ( 

itcrator.getPixe l(wQ, hQ. pixcIQ); 

pixclaverageQ = 0; 

for (int bandQ = 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) ( 

pixelaverageQ = pixeIQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

if(pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixel Val LQV++; 

countLQV++; 

countTotalQY = countTQY + (countMQY , 2) + (countBQY , 3) + (countLQY , 4); 

fl oat YlincYalQY = (float) (pixelYalLQY'4 + pixelYalBQY' 3 + pixelYalMQY'2 + 

pixelYalTQY' I) I countTotalQY; 

VlinepixYalQ[ 1 ].addElement(Yline VaIQV); 

II For Horizontal vector 

fo r (hQ = hordataStart; hQ < hordataEnd; hQ++) { 

countLQH = 0; 

countMLQ H = 0; 

countMRQH = 0; 

countRQ H = 0; 

int pixelYalLQI-I = 0; 

int wordposLQI-I = 0; 

int pixclYalM LQH = 0; 

int wordposMLQ I-I = 0; 

int pixelValR QI-I = 0; 

int wordposRQI-1 = 0; 

int pixelValM RQI-I = 0; 

in t wordposM RQV = 0; 

for (wQ = vdatas; wQ < leftboundQI-I; wQ++) { 

iterator.getPixcl(wQ, hQ. pixeIQ); 

pixel a veragcQ = 0; 

for (im bandQ = 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) ( 

pixelaverageQ = pixeIQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

) 
if(pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

IlwordposTQ = I; 

pixeIVaILQH++:11 = pixelValTQ + wordposTQ; 

countLQI-I++; 

for (wQ = leftboundQH ; wQ < midboundQI-I ; wQ++) 

{ 
iterator.gctPixel(wQ. hQ. pixcIQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0; 
for (im bandQ = 0: bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 



pixelaverageQ ~ pixelQlbandQJ + pixelaverageQ; 

} 
if(pixelaverageQ I nbandsQ < 128) { 

Ilwo rdposMQ ~ 2; 

pixeIVaIMLQ H++:11 ~ p ixelValMQ + wordposMQ; 

countMLQ H++; 

for (wQ ~ midboundQ I-I; wQ < rightboundQ H; wQ++) 

{ 
iterator.getPixel(wQ, hQ, pixelQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0; 

fo r (in t bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelaverageQ ~ pixelQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

if(pixc laverageQ 1 nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaIMRQ H++;l1 ~ p ixe lValBQ + wordposBQ; 

countMRQI-I++; 

for (wQ ~ rightboundQI-I ; wQ < vdataend; wQ++) 

{ 
iterator.getPixe l(wQ. hQ, pixelQ); 

pixelaverageQ = 0; 

for (int bandQ ~ 0; bandQ < nbandsQ; bandQ++) { 

pixelaverageQ = pixclQ[bandQ] + pixelaverageQ; 

if (pixelaverageQ 1 nbandsQ < 128) { 

pixeIVaIRQ I-I ++; 

countRQI-I++; 

countTotalQH ~ countLQH + (countMLQ H * 2) + (countMRQ H * 3) + (coun tRQI-I ' 4); 

float VlineValQ H ~ (Ooat) (pixeIVaIRQ H*4 + p ixe1Va1MRQH*3 + pixelValMLQW2 + 

pixe lValLQH' I) 1 countTotalQ I-I ; 

VI i ncpix VaIQ[O].ad dElem ent(VI i ne Va IQ 1-1 ); 

} 
for (int k ~ 0; k < VlinepixValQ[I ].sizeO - I; k++) { 

pwwvQ.print(VlinepixVaIQ[ I ].elcmentAt(k) + ","); 

} 
for (int k ~ 0; k < VlinepixVaIQ[O].s izeO - I; k++) { 

pwwhQ.print(VlincpixVaIQ[O].elementAt(k) + ","); 

pwwvQ.Oush(); 

PW\vvQ.close(); 

} catch (Exception e) { 

System. out. pri nt l n( e.getMessageO); 

pub lic void cosienSimi larityQ( int wdatastart I Q. int vdatastart I Q. inl wdataend I Q. 

int vdataend l Q. int wborderstart I Q, int vbordcrstart l Q, int wbordercnd I Q, int vborderend I Q, 

Print Writer pwwbQ) { 

try ( 
ImageVector = new File("c:/ lmageVector"); 

if(lmageVector. isDirectory()) { 

String s[] = ImageVector.list(); 

for ( int z = 0; z < s.len gth; z++) { 

VectorValue ~ new File(lmageVcctor. getPathO + "I" + s [z]): 



8ufferedRcader inpulvQ = new Buffercd Rcader(nev.' FiteReactcr("wordvalucQ.txl"» ; 

BufferedReader inputvl = new Buffered Rcader(llcw Fi lcReader(VectorValue)); 

String lincvQ = null ; 

String linev l = null ; 

daub Ie S l res~O; 

double SQres~O; 

daub Ie difre~O; 
double dotproduct = 0; 

dauble sqrData I ~ 0; 

dauble sqrData2 ~ 0; 

dauble Ires ~ 0; 

daub Ie Qres ~ 0; 

int dispnum = 0; 

int countrel=O; 
String[] dataQ ~ null ; 

String[] datal ~ null ; 

Vector<String> lineQ5 = new Vcctor<String>(2, 2); 

Vector<String> [ine2 = new Vcctor< Str ing>(2. 2); 

wh ile «linevQ ~ inputvQ.readLi neOl ! ~ null) { 

lineQ5.addElement(linevQ); 

} 
fa r (int k ~ 0; k < ( lineQ5.sizeOl; ++k) { 

dataQ ~ lineQ5.elementAt(k).split(" ,");llelementA t(k); 

while «Iinev l ~ inputv l. readLine()) ! ~ null) { 

I ine2.add EI ement(l i nev I); 

inl numberf= O; 

far (int i ~ 0; i < (line2.sizeOl; i++) { 

datal ~ line2.elementAt(i).spIit(","); 

if(dataQ.length <~ dataLlength) { 

far (int h ~ 0; h < dataQ.length; ++h) { 

Qres ~ Dauble.parscDauble(dataQ[h]); 

SQres~SQres+Qrcs; 

if(data l[h].eantains("["» { 

datal l h] ~ datal [h].substring( I, datal [h].length()); 

} else if(datal[h].eantains(" ]"» { 

data l[h] ~ data l[h].subs tri ng(O, data l[h].lengthO - I); 

Ires ~ Dauble.parseDouble(data l[h]); 

dotproduCl = (Qres· Ires) + dotproduct; 

sqrData I ~ (Qres • Qres) + sqrData I ; 

sqrData2 = ( Ires * Ires) + sqrData2: 

di fre~(Math . paw( (Qres-Ires ),2) )+d i frc; 

SIres=SIres+! res; 

} 
} if(dalRQ.length > dataLlength) { 

far (int h ~ 0; h < dataLlength; ++h) { 

if(datallh].eantains("["» { 

data l [h] ~ datal[h]. substring( I . data l [h ].Iength()); 

} if (datal [h].eontai ns("]"» { 

datal[h] ~ data l[h] .substring(O, data l[h].lengthO - I): 

Ires ~ Dauble. parseDauble( datal [h]) ; 

Qres ~ Dauble.parseDauble(dataQ[h]); 

SIrcs=SI res+1 res: 

SQres~SQres+Qres; 

datpraduet ~ (Qres' Ires) + datpraduet; 



} 

sqrData I ~ (Qrcs • Qres) + sq rData I ; 
sqrData2::=: ( Ires · Ires) + sqrData2; 
di rre~(Math. po\\'( (Qres- I res ) .2))+di rre; 

double s imilarityC = 0; 
double similarityE=O; 
s im i larityE~( Math .sq rt( d i rre) )/( SQres+ S Ires); 
s imilarityC = dotp rod uct I Mat h.sqrt(sqrData l • sq rData2); 

dispn um++; 
ir (similarityE<0.030) 
{ 

numberf= I ; 
countrcl++; 

Systcm.out.print ln("Simila rityE" + si m ilarityE + "," + (dispnum)+ " "+Vcct c rValue): 
} 
dotproduct = 0; 
sqrData 1 = 0; 
sqrData2 ~ 0; 
SQres~O ; 

S l res~O; 

dir,'e~O; 

if (mill' berr== I) 
System. out. prinll n( countl'd); 

} catch (Exception e) ( 
System. out. pri ntl n( e.getMessagc()); 

package im agcdocumcnt; 

• 
• @ aut hor Mesfin 
' / 
illl port java.io.BurreredWritcr. *; 
im port javax.mcd ia.ja i. *; 
im port java.awLi mage. Buffered! mage. *; 
import javax .rncdia.jai. Planar ! mage; 
import jav3x.5wing.JOption Pane. *; 
import javax.imageio. *; 
import java.io.BurreredWritcr. *; 
import java.awt.i mage. B uffered I mage. *: 
import j ava.awt.i mage. *; 
import java.awl. *; 
im port java. io. *; 
import javax.swing.JOption Panc. *; 

public class TcxtRendering extends javax.swing.JFrame { 

int w idth;l/= 0; 
int height ;l/~ 0: 
int nbands = 0; 
int[] pixel = new int[nbandsJ: 
int dataStart = 0; 

1 

) 



int dataEnd = 0; 
int border = 0; 
int containt = 0; 
int Lnumber = 0; 
int count = 0; 
int count I = 0; 
int wsta rt = 0; 
int wend = 0; 
Print Writer pwvb; 
PrintWriter pwwb; 
Print Wri ter pw; 
FileWriter rw; 
PrintWrite r pwwbQ; 
Print Writer pwvbQ; 
Print Writer pwQ; 
Print Writer p\VwvQ; 
int wdatastartl = 0; 
int vdatasta rt 1 = 0; 
int wdatacnd I = 0; 
int vdataend 1 = 0; 
int wborderstart 1 = 0; 
int vborderstart I = 0; 
int wborderend I = 0; 
int vbordcrend I = 0; 
String line = '''' ; 
int pixelValT ~ 0; 
int word posT = 0; 
int pixelValM ~ 0; 
int wordposM = 0; 
int pixe lValB ~ 0; 
int wordposB = 0; 
iot pixclValL = 0; 
int wordposL = 0; 
iot nbandsQ = 0; 
int \V = 0; 
int h = 0; 
int hQ ~ 0; 
int hordataEnd = 0; 
int hordataS tart = 0; 
int pixclaverage = 0; 
int pixclaverageQ = 0 ; 
int[] pixelQ ~ new int[nbandsQ]; 
File fileRend = new File("newimage3.jpg"); 

File("C:IUsersIMesfinI DesktoplNct Bel lmageAccessldistiParaIlel lScannedlAmhOO 112009-04-08 Doc4"); 
String TextRend = ""; 

QucryAccessMeth od AIiQueryMethods ~ new QueryAccessMethodO; 

/** Creates new form TextRendering */ 
public Tcxt RenderingO { 

inilComponentsO; 

private vo id initComponentsO { 

jTextFieldWord = new javax.swing.JTextFieldO: 
jLabelWord = new javax.swing.JLabeIO; 
jButtonWord = new javax.swing.JButtonO; 

setDefau I t CloseOperatio nUavax.s wi ng. W i ndowConstants. EX I T_ ON _ C LOS E); 



jTextField Word.setBac kground(new java.awLColor(204, 255, 204»; 
jTextF ield Word.sclFont(ncw java.awLFont("Power Gecz Unicode I ", 0, 12»; 1/ N O l 18N jTcxtField Word.addActionLislener(ncw java,awt.event.ActionListcnerO { 

public void actionPcrformedUava.awt.evenLActionEvent evt) { 
jText Field W ordAcl i on Perf armerl( evt); 

} 
)); 

jLabeIWord.selBackground(new java.awI.Color(255, 255, 0»; 
jLabeIWord.sclFont(ncw java.awt. Font("T i mes New Roman", I . 14»; 
j LabeIWord,setText(" lllsert word To search "); 

j Bunon Word. set Text(" Search "); 
jButton Word.addActionListcner(ncw java.a \·\1.cvenLActionListenerO { 

public vo id act ionPerfonncdUava.awt.evenLActionEvent evt) { 
j Button WordActionPcrformed( cvl); 

} 
} ); 

javax.swing.GroupLayout layout = new javax.swing.GroupLayout(getContcntllaneO); 
gelConlenll'aneO·selLayoul(layoul); 
layout.setH ori zontalGroup( 

layout.createParalleIGroupUavax.swing.GroupLayouLAlignment.LEA DING) 
.addGroup(layouLcreatcSeq uentialG roupO 

.addConlainerGapO 

.addComponentULabel Word, javax.swing.GroupLayoul.PRE FERRED _SIZE, I 72, javax .swi ng.GroupLa you I. PRE FERRE D _ SIZE) 

.addPreferredGapU a vax . swi ng. LayoutStyle. Corn poncntPlacclllc nt. RELA TED) 

.a<..ldComponentUTextField Word, javax.swing.GroupLayout.PREFE RR ED _SIZE, 182, javax.swing.GroupLayoul. PREFERRED _SIZE) 
.addConlainerGapUavax.swing.GroupLayoul.DEFAULT _SIZE, Shorl.MAX_ VALUE)) 

); 

.addGroupUavax.swi ng. GroupLayout.A 1 i gnmcnt. TRA I LI NG, I ayout.createSe quent ial GroupO .addConlainerGap(2 12, Shorl.MAX_ VALUE) 
.addCotn ponenlU Button Word) 
.addGap(IO I, 101 , 101 )) 

layouLsctVcrtical Group( 
layout.creat cParal Ie lGroupUa vax. swi ng. GroupLayout.A I ignmcnl. L EA DIN G) 
.addGroup(layoul.crealeScq uenlialGr oupO 

.addGap(2 1. 21. 21 ) 

.addGroup(layout.creatcParallcIGroupUavax.swing.GroupLayouLAlignmcnLLEAD ING) .addComponenlULabeIWord, javax.swing.GroupLayoul. DEFAUL T _SIZE, 34, 
Shorl.MAX_ VALUE) 

.addComponenlUTexlField Word, javax.swing.GroupLayoul.DEF A UL T _SIZE, 34, Shorl.MAX_ VA LUE» 

); 

.add PreferredGapUavax.swi ng. LayoutSt y Ie. ComponentPlaceme nl. UN RELA TE D) 

.addCom poncnlUButton Word) 

.addGap(ll, II , II » 

packO; 
}/1 <ledi lor-fold> 

private void jTextFicld WordActionPcrformedUava.awt.event.Action Event evt) { 
/I TO DO add your handling code here: 

private void j Button \V ordAct ionPerfonnedUava.a \\1.event.ActionEvent evt) { 
TexlRend ~ jTexlFieldWord.gelTexlO.lrimO; 
TextToimage TextConvcrt = new TextToimageO; 

I 
) 



TextConverLtextRend(TextRend, fileRend); 
File imagcQuery = fi leR end; 
String imagenameQ = imageQuery.getPathO; 
Planari mage piQ = JA l.create("rileload" , imagenarneQ); 
SampleModei smQ ~ piQ.getSampleModelO; 
int widthQ ~ piQ.getWidthO; 
int heightQ ~ piQ.getHeightO; 
AIlQueryMethods. HorbordQ(piQ, hQ, heightQ, hQ, widthQ, pixelaverageQ, 

smQ, p,vwbQ, hordataStart, hordataEnd, nbands, nbandsQ, 
pwwvQ, ImagenameQ); 

pixe!averageQ, pwwvQ, imagenameQ); 
A1IQueryMet hods.cosienSimilarityQ(widthQ, heightQ, nbands, nbands, ,vidthQ, heightQ, nbands, nbands, 

pwwbQ); 
} 

} 

/1 Variables declaration - do not mod ify 
javax.svving..lButton j Button Word; 
javax.slvving. JLabel jLabclWord; 
javax.swing.lText Field jTextFieldW ord; 
II End of variables declaratio n 

class TextToimage { 

public void textRend(String TextRend, File fileR end) { 
ront x === neVi Font("Power Geez Unicode I", FOIlL PLA IN, 12); 
int wi dth = 400; 
int height ~ 100; 
II Create a buffered image in which to draw 
Bufferedlmage rend lmage = new Buffered lmage(width, height, Buffered lmage.T YPE_ BYTE_GRAY); 
II Create a graphics contents on the buffered image 
Graphies2D g2d ~ rend lmage.ereateGraphiesO ;l1 
g2d.scale( 4.22,4.22); 
g2d .setBac kgroul1d(Color. WH ITE); 
g2d.c1earReet(0, 0, width , he ight) ; 
g2d.setF Ol1t(x); 
g2d.sctC 0 lor( Co [or. b[aek); 
g2d.drawStr il1g(TextRend, 4, 16); 
g2d.d isposeO; 

try { 
II Save as PNG 
fileRcnd = new Fi ]e("newimage3.png"); 
]mage IO.wri te(rendlmage, "png". fileRend); 

II Save as JPEG 
fileRend = new File("newimage3.jpg"); 
[mage[O.write(rend[mage, "jpg", "[eRend); 

} catch (IOExecption e) { 
System. out. pri ntl n( c.getM essageO); 

J 



Appendices 2 Amharic Alphabets (Ul\.) (Writting System and 

language of the system) 

Basic Alphabets 

In -r 3N 41tl 51tl rJh 'fJ' 
V lr 'L 'I 'i. t} If 
1'1 1'1' 1'1... " 1'1. A 1'1-
m tho m. ~ m. ;n rh - lTU< crt "'1 "'l. 'r 'r' 
I)J I)J< "i. "i "i. ;.» V' 
t. <;.. to to &.. C; C" 
(I (to (I. " (I. r'I (t 

ii i'i- it 7i ii. 7i j'l .,. 1: 'i! :I' 4: 't- .j!o 

n 0< n.. CJ n. 11 f1 
". 1; t :t" 1: T 0f-
f 't: :f 7- 'f ".f 1" 
'1 ..,. 'l. <; '1 '1 <; 

1 1- 1, If 1. 1 1f 
'i' -;-. 't ~ '1. .., "i 
~ i'r ~ ~ ~ h i'. 
h h' h. ~ h. 11 It 
11 1r n.. '"Ii 1i. ']; '11 
(ll (D, if 'P '1! (ll< fI:> 
0 0- 't ~ 0" 6 P 

" "' H. 11 ". 'It t1 
"lr 1f 'tC "If 11:' "fr 'If" 
f \l: {f. t' ~ l?- f" 
J. ~. "t ~ ,2., 1:: P-
i! 7l- )t 11 ~ ~ ~ 
'1 '1< 1. ;J 1. "'l "J 
m ITt' m.. "l m. or rn 
ct\, m. m ""'.I. a.l? "1" ~ 

f:J & 'l 'I 'l. €I P 
R l\- I\. * R. ~ ,II. 

'" 
,... "'-. ~ 

,... 7\ 1'. 
l. .. 6- 4- &.. ~ t>: 
T ..,: T J' T T T 



Letter Variants (,abiov elarS) 

a i 

~- <I:, '-1 )1, 

.,. ~. ~~w 

" ... • 

0" '.,0 'r. 
k- bo h'-
g- ,., ,.. 

~ 
!t 
s: 
~ 
~ 
Punctuation ... 

• 

a e 

:I: ~ 
~ . ~ , . , . 
• 

:\ :l 
l;J, P. 
~ J. 

r{L 

!t 
;: 
f!l. 
h 

.. •• 
comma full stop I period 

I -, 

Exclamation mark 

Numerals 

a 

<Il"" 
.. 
,,-,'" 

"'r. 

tt 
1"" 

.. 
! 

colon 

« » 

a:L 
9. 
tl. 
~ ..... 
0. 

Quotations 

These numera ls developed from t he 

li ~ r 0 1; 
2 3 4 5 

~ I/J iJ Ii ~ 
20 30 40 50 60 

" 

lJ.. 
;t 
'"t( 

&. 
X 

', 

~ 
;e 
~ 
~ 
~ 

, 
semi-colon preface colon I I question mark 

(no longer used 

Word separater 

Greek alphabet, possibly via Coptic. 

1 ~ :t it I 
6 7 8 9 10 

e 1t 1- f tr 
70 80 90 100 1000 

I 

J 
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